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kǐ ǝǞǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǞ 
kǐ ǝǟǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǜ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǞ 
kǐ ǝǠǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǝǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǟ 
kǐ ǝǡǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǝǮȆȇȗȎȈ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǟ 
kǐ ǝǢǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǛȢǞǛǕǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǠ 
ǐǡǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǣǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǞǛȢǡǛǕǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǠ 
kǐ ǝǤǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǮȆȇȗȎȈ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǡ 
kǐ ǞǛǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǡ 
kǐ Ǟǜǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǢ 
kǐ Ǟǝǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǛȢǝǛǕǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǢ 
kǐ ǞǞǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǝǛȢǟǛǕǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǣ 
kǐ Ǟǟǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǟǛȢǡǛǕǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǣ 
kǐ ǞǠǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǤ 
ǐ
ǐǢǐ
ǐ
ŤİĀǐ
ǐ
Ťǐ ǜǐ ɳʧɺ ǜ Ŷ'ōóǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǝǞ 
Ťǐ ǝǐ ɳʧɺ ǝ Ŷ'ōóǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǝǢ 
Ťǐ Ǟǐ ɳʧɺ Ǟ Ŷ'ōóǐǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǙǐǞǜ 
ǐ
ǐǣǐ
ǐ
1! ?? 
ǐ
1.1! ?? 
ğnʈʁʄʤʧɱɊÍŎȷɡɅȪɠɴʥʎʜʧɾɍɴʥʎʜʧɾɌqMɊɝɠɺʖʧʄʏɭʥɌ
ďƜɜɴʥʎʜʧɾɌ'MɊɝɟûȨɉtǃɊȭȪɅAĤȷɡɠȵɇȯvȬȿȵɇɊɝɟǗǐ ȽɌÖ
ɍś{ɊɉɂɅȪɠȧȽɌĕʈʁʄʤʧɱ4!ɌʄʟʏɨʁɱɍğěɊȭȪɅɛś{ɉưɇɉɂɅȪ
ɠȧȽɌÖɍªɝɟqMǗǐ 'MȯƢɘɗȿɴʥʎʜʧɾɌɱʟɪʅMɊɝɟ ǱȓșȊȗȓȊșǐ Ȕȋǐ
ǼȍȎȓȌȘǔǱȔǼǕʚʉɌʈʁʄʤʧɱMɌäXɛĲɗɂɅvJɌƝɤƕɠȧɱʟɪʅMȯƢəȵɇɊɝɟʠ
ɽʧɺɌéƨMɍƢəɇȷɡɠȯȃǜȄǗǐ ʈʁʄʤʧɱ4!ɌʄʟʏɨʁɱɍvJȺɠɇȷɡɅȭɟȃǝȄǗǐ ğ
ěɌʈʁʄʤʧɱɊȭȪɅƚȪɃȮɉȱɉɠȵɇȯĒȷɡɠȃǞȄȧȽȵɆÝɌƞ*ɊȭȪɅĖǌ
ɇɉɂɅȭɟĳħɆȰɠƞ*ȯɉȪȮŪıȸȯȷɡɅȪɠȧȽɌɌɃɊłŖÿƷɊɝɠŷŵ
ɤ¯ũɇȸzȱɌɜɟYɟɤ¯ũɇȷɡɅȪɠƱšY¡ȯȩɠȧÝɌY¡ɆɍzȱɌŷŵɜ_¶
¦¼ɤ¯ũɇȸɅȪɠȿɚǗǐzȱɌƞ*ɤ¯ũɇȸɅȪɠȧȽȵɆ<Õ\ÀţɆȩɟ<Õqʈʁʄ
ʤʧɱɆȩɠʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥȯʍʁʄɴɩʥɤíɊČİȷɡɅȪɠȧǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌÀţɍǗǐ ǪȎșȈȔȎȓ ɌɝȫɉÚȸȪƞƄ!ňɇȸɅŚ2ɤĎɑȿȯǗǐéƖɆɍ
ǴȎȓȚȝǐ ǮȔȚȓȉȆșȎȔȓ ȯʔɺʄɇɉɟʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɌÎƢɤƢɚǗǐûȨɉ<ƯɊƨĤȸɅȪȵȫ
ɇȷɡɅȪɠȧȽɌɊɍ ǱȔǼ ɌëĤĬɉAĤɛcɗɡɅȪɠȃǟȄȧǴȎȓȚȝǐ ǮȔȚȓȉȆșȎȔȓ ɍ
ǰȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǐ ǸȗȔȏȊȈș Ɍ ǷȕȊȓǐ ǪȑȔȈȐȈȍȆȎȓȃǠȄɊɝɟǗǐĈĤĬɊAĤɆȰɠrįɇȸɅɌʐʣʁɱʀɫ
ʧʥɸɺʂʘɌÏ%ɤŢȫȵɇɤİÉȸɅȪɠȧȵɡɊɝɟ}ƾþɌʈʁʄʤʧɱʚʃʡɆɍhǉ
ɇɉɂɅȪɠɸɺʂʘɌŒȰÐȬȯ[řɇɉɟǗǐ[Ĥ±Ǘǐ*ǈ±ɌǎȪɸɺʂʘɊɆȰɠɇ	£ȷɡ
ɅȪɠȧǪȎșȈȔȎȓȃǡȄɆɍPa±Ɍ¤ȪʈʁʄʤʧɱɆɌAĤɃɗɟĚzÖȯWJȺɠʈʁʄʤ
ʧɱʚʃʡȯµȷɡɅȪɠĕǗǐ ɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡɊ ǸȗȔȔȋǐǷȋǐǿȔȗȐ ɇȪȫưɊɝɂɅWJ
ŖɌā¥±ɤĸŷȺɠÛċȯYɞɡɅȪɠȧȽɌĕ:ĠɊãƶɌȮȮɠȵɇɜWJŖɌÖȯzȱ
ɉȳɡɎʈʁʄʤʧɱɌ*ǈ±ȯÆ)ȷɡɉȪɉɈƸĬɉðɤÅȬɅȪȿȧÛ ǷȕȊȓǐ
ǪȑȔȈȐȈȍȆȎȓ ɆɍWJʎɧɍFɊĉɗɂɅȪɠȵɇȯµȷɡɅȪɠȿɚǗǐ ɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡɊ
ǸȗȆȈșȎȈȆȑǐǪȞȟȆȓșȎȓȊǐǮȆȚȑșǐǼȔȑȊȗȆȓȈȊ ɧʡɵʠɻʘȯÌĤȷɡɗȿɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡɤƩÄ[řɆ
ȩɟǗǐĈĤ±ȯǎȱɉɂɅȪɠȧȵɌɝȫɊʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɤǗǐǪȎșȈȔȎȓ ɆhǉɇɉɂɅȪɠƫ<
ɤƸĬɊȺɠȵɇɆ:ȺɠȵɇɊɝɟǗǐ ȽɌðɊȭȪɅĈĤĬɉɛɌɊȸǗǐƞƄɌɝȫɉ
ĚMȸȿ{ūýɉɸɺʂʘɀȳɆɉȱǗǐŝĬɊɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤ"¼ȺɠʗʅʡɪɫɧÀţɌƩ
ɌɃɇȸɅʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɓɇàşȸɝȫɇȸɅȪɠȧȵɡɊɝɟǗǐ ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌA
ĤtǃȯvJȸɅȪȱȵɇȯŕȬɞɡɠȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǤǐ
ǐ
1.2! ?? 
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɊɍ^ʎɧȯƅ±Ɍȩɠʃʧɾɤ½ÈȺɠȿɚ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɌǃɤ
ÈɃȧķľɌİĬɍĈĤ±ɌǎȪʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇÝɌ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇɌƧȪɤ±řǗǐ
ťǗǐƤĤɌǃȮɞáɞȮɊȺɠȵɇɆȩɠȧȽɡɊɝɟÝɌ<Õʃʧɾʒʧɺɇʐʣʁɱʀɫʧ
ʥɌƨȸȿƩÄtǃɌƧȪɤáĸɊȺɠȧǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɍY¡ɤ4ɅʐʣʁɱɇfɎɡɠY¡ɤɗɇɚȿʃʧɾúƠɊŲƲȸɅȪȰǗǐ
ȵɌʐʣʁɱȯʀɫʧʥɌɝȫɊơɋɅȪȱȧȽɌĕɃɃɌY¡ɤɜɟYɟȺɠɌɆɍɉȱǗǐ
ɗɆɌY¡4ɅɤɜɟYɟȸƚJȸɅȪȱȵɇɊɉɟǗǐ ȵɡɊɝɟƥVɌY¡Ɍā¥±ȯʃʧɾŜ!
ɊcɗɡɠȵɇɊɉɠȧɗȿzȱɌ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇƧȪ4ɅɌʃʧɾɤ4ɅɌʎɧɆɛɃȧȵɌ
ɝȫɊ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇɍʃʧɾɌ<ÕÛċɜƞ*Ûċɇ8ȯĨɉɠȧÛɆ ǷȕȊȓǐ
ǪȑȔȈȐȈȍȆȎȓ ɆɍĈĤ±ȯxɟɇȷɡɅȭɟǗǐûȨɉtǃɆɌAĤɤµȸɅȪɠȧȽȵɆĈĤĬɆ
ȩɠʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɤ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇȸɅŪȿƼɌ±řɤżɔǗǐƧȪɤáɞȮɊȺɠȧȵɌ
ƼʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɊɍȽɌĚ±ɆȩɠɧɼʁʄɌńĠɌ*ǈ±ɤÆ)ȺɠŌɘɜŷŵȺɠ
ŌɘȯcɗɡɠȿɚǗǐ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɊɛ`ûɌŌɘɤĸ)ȺɠȵɇɊɝɟǗǐɌʗʅʡɪɫ
ɧɇɌąƐɤŢɂɅȪȱȧɗȿʗʅʡɪɫɧɇȸɅƮũɆȩɠƵĪɇƤĤɌâȷɌżõɛ`ãɊŢ
ȫȧǐ
ǐ
2! ?? 
ǐ
2.1! ? ?? 
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇʃʧɾʒʧɺȯ`ȹú¼ɆAĤȺɠƼɊǗǐ ɈɌɝȫɉ±řɜťǗǐƤĤɌƧ
Ȫȯ¬ɞɡɠȮżõȺɠȧȽɌĕɊɗȻğȺɠʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɇÝɌ<Õʃʧɾʒʧɺ
ɌżõɤȺɠȧʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇƮɊŰɂɅɛûȨɉĽǋȯȩɟǗǐ ɗȿÝɌ<Õʃʧɾʒʧ
ɺɊȭȪɅɛûȨɉĽǋȯȩɠȧʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇɍɈɌɝȫɉɛɌȮǗǐ ɈɌɝȫɉĽǋȯȩɠɌȮ
ŹáȸǗǐ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɊɃȪɅɛ`ûɊŹáȺɠȧȽȸɅȽɌȮɞɈɌÀţɊȺɠȮƩ
Ⱥɠȧǐ
ǐ
2.2! ???????? 
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɇɍʈʁʄʤʧɱɆÍŎȷɡȿɴʥʎʜʧɾǔʎɧǕɆú¼ȷɡɠ<Õ:ĠǗǐ
<ÕʃʧɾńĠɤŢȫĕɌÀţɆȩɟǗǐyç[řɉ¦Ɇʃʧɾɤ)ÈȺɠ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɆ
ȩɠȧȿɀȸ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɆɍʃʧɾɤ<ÕȸɅÈɃɌȯǗǐrïĬɊʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɆɍƮ
ŧȸɅʃʧɾɤÈɃȧʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌÀţɍ	Ɋ ǟ ɃȮɞú¼ȷɡɅȪɠȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǜǛǐ
ǐ
!! \<Õǐ
ʎɧƶɆ6ëȷɡɠʃʧɾɆȩɟǗǐY¡ȯʀɫʧʥɌɝȫɊ)ȷɡɅȪȱ\ȧ<ÕǚĲ
÷ŵɝɂɅ8ɤ)ŵȺɠȧY¡ŲƲɇ÷ŵȯŢɣɡɠÀţȧǐ
<ÕǚĲ÷ŵɝɂɅ8ɤ)ŵȺɠȧY¡ŲƲɇ÷ŵȯŢɣɡɠÀţȧǐ
!! ɺʖʧʄɴʥʄʟɱʄǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɆLȱʑʣɲʟʘɆȩɟĉĬɉʣɹʁɱȧŉðǅȯŌɘƔɗɡY¡
ɌūǗǐŢǗǐ:Ġȯȷɡɠÿřȧǐ
!! _¶¦¼ǐ
ʎɧʈʁʄʤʧɱɆʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥɌ_¶ɇǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥɌā¥±ɤĸŷȯŢɣɡɠÀ
ţȧȵɡɊɝɟʎɧʈʁʄʤʧɱɆāȸȪƅ±ȯYɞɡȿě¸ɤĸ)Ⱥɠȧǐ
!! æ]Àţǐ
ǁœaÿřɜŷŵÿřɊɉɈɊɝɟY¡Ɍā¥±ɇÿ±ɤĸ)ȺɠÀţȧǐ
ǐ
ǟ ɃɌÀţɌɆĚɊČİȷɡʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɞȸȷɇɉɂɅȪɠɌɍ\<Õɇɺʖʧʄɴʥ
ʄʟɱʄɆȩɠȧ\<ÕɌɝȫɉÛċɆɌʃʧɾɌ<ÕÛċɍÝɌ<Õʃʧɾʒʧɺɇɍ{Ȱȱ
ĨɉɂɅȪɠȧɗȿɺʖʧʄɴʥʄʟɱʄɍY¡ɤŢȫȵɇɊĚMȸȿÿřɆȩɟǗǐ0ñɌ<Õʃʧɾ
ʒʧɺɊɍ-ȬĴȪɅȪɉȪÿřɆȩɠȧÛɆ_¶¦¼ɍ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɆɛƮũɉũŊ
ɆȩɟǗǐûȨɉÛċȯŕȬɞɡɅȪɠȧǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɍʈʁʄʤʧɱ¦¸Ȯɞ{ȰȱɌ Ǟ ɃɊ<ǋȺɠȵɇȯɆȰɠȧǐ
!! ʌʐʠʁɱqǐ ǔǪȎșȈȔȎȓǗǐǭȓȎȌȒȆǗǐǭșȍȊȗȊȚȒǕǐ
!! ɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqǗǐʑʟɩʒʧʄqǐ ǔǰȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǗǐǺȎȕȕȑȊǕǐ
ʌʐʠʁɱqɍWJŖȯĚzÖɆȩɟǗǐ ʈʁʄʤʧɱɤ¦¼ȺɠʎɧɍȪɤĵɂɅȪɠ¯
ũȯɉȪȧɃɗɟ³¶ɌȩɠWJŖɛʈʁʄʤʧɱɊȪɠȵɇȯµȷɡɠȧʌʐʠʁɱqɍǂŴ[B
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇɛfɎɡɠȧÛɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqǗǐʑʟɩʒʧʄqɆɍŴ[ȷɡȿĚɌWJ
ŖɌɘȯµȷɡɅȪɠȿɚǗǐ*ǈȯÆ)ȷɡȿʈʁʄʤʧɱ¦¼ɊɉɠȧǐŴ[Bʐʣʁɱʀɫʧ
ʥɇɛfɎɡɠȧȵɌûɊʈʁʄʤʧɱɌ¦¼ȺɠÛċȯĨɉɟ#ĤȷɡɠFÏȯ4ȱĨɉɠȧȽɌ
ĕWJŖɤĩȫ¯ũȯȩɟ*ǈ±ɤĸŷȸɉȪɇȪȳɉȪȮǗǐ ȽɡɇɛWJŖɍ*ǈȯĸŵȷɡ
Ʌȭɟ¯ũȯĖȪȮƧȪȯȩɟǗǐ_¶¦¼ɌÛċǔɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡǕɛĨɉɂɅȱɠȧǐ
ʌʐʠʁɱqɆɍ ǪȎșȈȔȎȓǔǪȎșȈȔȎȓǥǐǩǐǸȊȊȗǘșȔǘǸȊȊȗǐǭȑȊȈșȗȔȓȎȈǐǫȆȘȍǐǻȞȘșȊȒȃǡȄǕɤɚǗǐǸȗȔȔȋǐǷȋǐ
ǿȔȗȐ Ɋɝɟ_¶ɤYɠȧȵɡɍzÖĉɌƼɌʎɧɌƮɘɤŢɂɅȮɞɴʥɼʥɶɺɤɇɠŌɘ
ɇɉɂɅȪɠȧʎɧɌƮɘȳɌÛċɊɍûȨȩɟǗǐ ǸȗȔȔȋǐ Ȕȋǐ ǻșȆȐȊǔǸȗȔȔȋǐ Ȕȋǐ ǩȈșȎțȎșȞǥǐ ǭȝșȊȓȉȎȓȌǐ
ǪȎșȈȔȎȓǓȘǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǿȔȗȐǐțȎȆǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǻșȆȐȊȃǢȄǕɉɈȯĪöȷɡɅȪɠȧȵɌÛċɆɍʃʧɾɌƅ
ǐǜǜǐ
ǐ
±ɤYɢȫɇɴʥɼʥɶɺɤYɠƼɊɗȻʈʁʄʤʧɱɤ¦¼ȺɠʎɧɌƮɘȳɌŶ'ȯƉɠ¯ũ
ȯȩɠȿɚɊǗǐrïĬɊY¡ɤŢȫʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥ:ĠɊãƶȯȮȮɠȧɗȿǗǐĚzÖɆú
¼ȷɡɠʈʁʄʤʧɱɌĕǗǐ ɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡȮɞʎɧɌÖȯʈʁʄʤʧɱɌ*ǈɊŐȯɠȯǗǐ Ƚ
Ɍ<ʈʁʄʤʧɱ4!ɆƊȰɠ:ĠȯvȬɠĕhǉɊɉɂɅȪɠȧǐ
ɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqǗǐʑʟɩʒʧʄqɆɍFɊĉȷɡȿWJŖȮɞ¦¼ȷɡɠʈʁʄʤʧɱɆȩ
ɠɇȪȫ±ƈɤAĤȸǗǐǸȗȆȈșȎȈȆȑǐǪȞȟȆȓșȎȓȊǐǮȆȚȑșǐǼȔȑȊȗȆȓȈȊȃǣȄɊɝɂɅɴʥɼʥɶɺɤɇɠŌɘɇ
ɉɂɅȪɠȧȵɡɊɝɟɉȪʎɧɆ*ǈ±ɌÆ)ɤĸ)ȺɠɌɇ`ãɊǗǐ ʎɧɌƮɘȳɌŶ'
ȯ¯ũɆɉȱɉɠȧȵɡɊɝɟY¡ãɊȮȮɠʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥ:ĠɊȮȮɠãƶɤĶȱȸɅȪɠȧƴ
ȹȿɴʗʜʇʂɨɆɌAĤɤµȺɠȵɇɊɝɟǗǐʌʐʠʁɱqɌʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɝɟɛūýɉ<Õ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɛ[řɇɉɟǗǐĈĤĬɉʗʅʡɪɫɧɤİÉȸɅȪɠȧǐ
ɗȿ«ñɌʌʐʠʁɱqɌʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqǗǐʑʟɩʒʧʄqɆɍ ǫǩǸ ɌĠ
ȃǤȄɌɈɡɊƮĔɤŒȱȮȯĨɉɂɅȪɠȯzȪȧǫǩǸ ɌĠɇɍƅ±ǔǫȔȓȘȎȘșȊȓȈȞǗǐ ɈɌʖ
ɸʥȮɞɛ`ȹʃʧɾɆȩɠȵɇǕǗǐ[Ĥ±ǔǩțȆȎȑȆȇȎȑȎșȞǗǐ ɊɶʧʍɺȯAĤ[řɆȩɠȵɇǕǗǐ<Ù
ŗ±ǔǸȆȗșȎșȎȔȓǘșȔȑȊȗȆȓȈȊǗǐ ʈʁʄʤʧɱƽȯƊȰɅɛɸɺʂʘ4!ȯƶƧɂȿōóɤȮȬȷɉȪȵ
ɇǕɌȫɁʫɃɌɘȯğ[řɆȩɠɇȪȫɛɌɆȩɠȧ«ñɌʌʐʠʁɱqɌʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɆɍȽ
ɌĚ±Ǘǐ[Ĥ±ɇ<Ùŗ±ɊƮĔȯŒȮɡɅȪȿȯǗǐ ɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqǗǐʑʟɩʒʧʄqɌʐʣ
ʁɱʀɫʧʥɆɍƅ±ɇ<Ùŗ±ɊƮĔȯŒȮɡɅȪɠȯzȪȧǐ
ķľɆɍĈĤĬɉAĤȯí©ȷɡǗǐ«ñɌ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɇ
ȿɝȫɉAĤȯµȷɡɠɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqǗǐʑʟɩʒʧʄqɌʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɤAĤȺɠȧȽ
ɌɆǷǻǻ ɌʑʣɹɫɱʄɆȩɟ ǴȎȓȚȝǐǮȔȚȓȉȆșȎȔȓ ȯ®ɇɉɟǗǐǞǛ ĺǔǩȈȈȊȓșȚȗȊǗǐǩǶȂǐǪȆȓȐǗǐ
ǫȎȘȈȔǗǐǫǴǻǗǐǫȗȊȉȎșȘǗǐǬȊȚșȘȈȍȊǐǪȔȗȘȊǗǐǬȎȌȎșȆȑǐǩȘȘȊșǐǰȔȑȉȎȓȌȘǗǐǬǼǫǫǗǐwƞǗǐǱǫǞǗǐǱǪǵǗǐǱȓșȊȑǗǐ
ǲǙǸǙǵȔȗȌȆȓǗǐ ʣʥʅʥŵCY¡½ɲʡʧʑǗǐŠ ǽǮǲ ʏɨʆʥɸʛʡɲʡʧʑǐ ǔǵǽǮǯǕǗǐǺǞǗǐǻșȆșȊǐ
ǻșȗȊȊșǗǐǻǿǱǮǼǗǐǾǵȜȆȗȊǗǐǿȊȑȑȘǐǮȆȗȌȔǐ ɉɈǕȯRHȸʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɇ ǸǝǸ <ÕʢʁɹʛʧÀ
ţɌĸŀɤİÉȸɅȪɠ ǰȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǐǸȗȔȏȊȈșǜȃǠȄɤƩÄȺɠȧǐ
ǐ
2.3! Hyperledger Project 
ǰȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǐ ǸȗȔȏȊȈș Ɋɍ ǻȆȜșȔȔșȍǐ ǴȆȐȊ ɇ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇȪȫ{ȰȪ ǝ ɃɌʑʟʁʄʏɭʧʘȯĤ¶ȷ
ɡɅȪɠȧʫɃɌʑʟʁʄʏɭʧʘɌ±řɍɌɝȫɊɉɂɅȪɠȧïǍɆɍǗǐ ǝǛǜǡ  ǜǛ êɌ
ãĔɆƵĪȯɝɟĭɥɆȩɟǗǐ	ƎɊɉɂɅȪȱɇȷɡɠ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌÛɤƩÄȺɠȧǐ
!! ǻȆȜșȔȔșȍǐǴȆȐȊǝǐ
ɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡǥǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǭȑȆȕȘȊȉǐǼȎȒȊǗǐǹȚȔȗȚȒȃǜǛȄǐ
ǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐ
ǜǐ ȍșșȕȘǥǚǚȜȜȜǙȍȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǙȔȗȌǚǐ
ǝǐ ȍșșȕǥǚǚȎȓșȊȑȑȊȉȌȊȗǙȌȎșȍȚȇǙȎȔǚȎȓșȗȔȉȚȈșȎȔȓǙȍșȒȑǐ
ǐǜǝǐ
ǐ
ťŰŸǥǐǸȞșȍȔȓǐ ǐ
ʈʁʄʤʧɱɾɩʑǥǐǂŴ[BǗǐŴ[Bǐ
	ɉRHøǥǐȎȓșȊȑǐ
!! ǮȆȇȗȎȈǞǐ
ɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡǥǐǪȆșȈȍǐǸǪǮǼǐ
ťŰŸǥǐǯȔǐ
ʈʁʄʤʧɱɾɩʑǥǐŴ[Bǐ
	ɉRHøǥǐǱǪǵǐ
ǐ
2.4! Fabric 
ǐ
kǐ ǜǐǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɧʧɰʂɱʀʛǟǐ
ǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍʚɹʜʧʡɧʧɰʂɱʀʛɇɉɂɅȭɟǗǐʚɹʜʧʡƪȮɞú¼ȷɡȿʑʟʁʄʏɭʧʘ
ɇɉɂɅȪɠȧk ǜ ɍȽɡɞɤɗɇɚȿ5 ȯÏ%ȸɅȪɠkɆȩɟǗǐǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍ4!.Ɇȩɠȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐ
Ǟǐ ȍșșȕǥǚǚȍȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǘȋȆȇȗȎȈǙȗȊȆȉșȍȊȉȔȈȘǙȎȔǚȊȓǚȑȆșȊȘșǚǐ
ǟǐ ȍșșȕǥǚǚȍȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǘȋȆȇȗȎȈǙȗȊȆȉșȍȊȉȔȈȘǙȎȔǚȊȓǚȑȆșȊȘșǚȕȗȔșȔȈȔȑǘȘȕȊȈǚǐ
ǐǜǞǐ
ǐ
ǐ
!! ʙʥʋʧɸʁʑǐ
ʈʁʄʤʧɱɌʑʟɩʋɸʧǗǐÿ±ǗǐĮõřHɤÏ%ȸɅȪɠȧʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţ
Ɍæ]ÀţɌ¨GɆȩɟǗǐ ǸǳǱʨǸȚȇȑȎȈǐ ǳȊȞǐ ǱȓȋȗȆȘșȗȚȈșȚȗȊʩɇ<ÕǗǐ ɴʥɼʥɶɺɌũŊɤ
Ōɘ_ɣȼɅŷ[ɤŢȫȧǐ
!! ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɌ\<ÕǗǐ_¶¦¼ɤÆȫƫ<ȧɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡɊɍğěɆ
ɍ ǪȆșȈȍǐǸǪǮǼ ɌɘȯťȷɡɅȪɠȧª ǺȆȋșǗǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǿȔȗȐǗǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǻșȆȐȊ ɛƩÄ[
řɊɉɂɅȪȱȧǐƞ*ʑʣʄɴʡɊɍ ǯȔȔȌȑȊǐ ǺǸǫǔȌǺǸǫǕȯAĤȷɡǗǐ\ɺʄʢʧɹɇȸ
ɅʃʧɾɺʄɧɊ ǺȔȈȐȘǐǬǪ ȯAĤȷɡɅȪɠȧǐ
!! ʀɫʧʥɴʧʅǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥÀţɌɺʖʧʄɴʥʄʟɱʄɤÆȫƫ<ȧɼɰʜʠʂɨ)Ɓȷɡȿɴʥʂʆ8
ɆŢȷɡǗǐğěɆɍ ǯȔǗǐǲȆțȆǗǐǶȔȉȊǙȏȘ Ɇť[řȧǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍ ǬȔȈȐȊȗǠɆƬȷɡɅȭɟǗǐ4ɅɌʚɹʜʧʡȯ ǬȔȈȐȊȗ ɆŢɆȰǗǐǬȔȈȐȊȗ ȯ
ŢɆȰɠġuɆȩɡɎLȮȺȵɇȯɆȰɠȧǐ
ǐ
2.5! ???????? 
<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺȃǜǜȄɇɍ ǜ ɃɌńĠɸɺʂʘɊɝɟŧÖɌʖɸʥɊÍŎȷɡɅȪɠŲ»ťŒ
ƪɌ¦¸ɤĹȺȧɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥȮɞʃʧɾɤŪȿƼɊɍɈɌʖɸʥȮɞɆɛ`ɌʃʧɾɊŪ
ȬɠȧʙʠʁʄɇȸɅɍɧɱɼɺɌ<ÕɊɝɠƞ*ɴɺʄɌ Ǘǐ:Ġ<Õȯ[řɉĔɜǗǐɃɌʖ
ɸʥɆƽȯƊȰɅɛ­Þ[řɇɉɠƽɓɌ°HɌǎȷȯȩɠȧɃɗɟƃŞ<Õɇ9ƳMɤŢ
ȫȵɇȯɆȰɠȧÛɆ ǫǩǸ ɌĠɆɛĹȷɡɅȪɠɝȫɊǗǐƅ±Ǘǐ[Ĥ±Ǘǐ<Ùŗ±Ɍ8`ã
Ɋɍ ǝ ɃɌɘğ[řɇɉɂɅȪɠȧǐ
ğnûȨɉ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺȯƵĪȷɡČİȷɡɅȪɠȧĠĥɊɍ ǩǿǻ ɜ ǯȔȔȌȑȊǐ ǫȑȔȚȉǐ
ǸȑȆșȋȔȗȒ ɜ ǩȟȚȗȊ ɇȪɂȿɱʟɪʅɶʧʍɺɌäXȯȩɠȧȽɌɆĚɊČİȷɡɅȪɠɌȯǗǐ
ǯȔȔȌȑȊǐ ǪȎȌǼȆȇȑȊȃǜǝȄǗǐ ǩȒȆȟȔȓǐ ǬȞȓȆȒȔȃǜǞȄǗǐ ǪȎȌǼȆȇȑȊ ɤʚʃʡɇȸ Ƿǻǻ Ɇ"¼ȷɡȿ ǰǪȆȘȊǗǐ
ǪȎȌǼȆȇȑȊ ɇ ǬȞȓȆȒȔ ɤWŕɊ ǮȆȈȊȇȔȔȐ ȯƵĪȸ Ƿǻǻ Mȷɡȿ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆȃǜǟȄȯȩɠȧǐ
ǫǩǸ ɌĠɌŮĔȮɞƧȪɤŪɠɇǗǐ ǪȎȌǼȆȇȑȊ ɇ ǰǪȆȘȊ ɍƅ±ɇ<Ùŗ±ɊƮĔȯŒȮɡ
ɅȪɠȯǗǐǬȞȓȆȒȔ ɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍ[Ĥ±ɇ<Ùŗ±ɊƮĔȯŒȮɡɅȪɠȧȿɀȸ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍ
[Ĥ±ɇɌʄʢʧʅɮʏɆƅ±¤ɌƩÄȯ[řɇɉɂɅȪɠȧɗȿʃʧɾɌ<ÕÛċɛĨɉɠȧ
ǪȎȌǼȆȇȑȊ ɇ ǰǪȆȘȊ Ɇɍʃʧɾɍɸʛʧʃɨʥɲȷɡ<ÕȷɡɠȯǗǐǬȞȓȆȒȔ ɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍɴʥɸ
ǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐ
Ǡǐ ȍșșȕȘǥǚǚȜȜȜǙȉȔȈȐȊȗǙȈȔȒǚǐ
ǐǜǟǐ
ǐ
ɺʂʥʄʊʁɸʜċȃǜǠȄɊɝɂɅʃʧɾɤ<ÕȺɠȧFŖɍʖɺɾqɌɧʧɰʂɱʀʛɇɉɠȯǗǐª
Ŗɍ4ʉʧʅȯ`ÿřɤëȺɠ ǸǝǸ qɌɧʧɰʂɱʀʛɇɉɠȧǐ
ǍɆɍǷǻǻ Ɇȩɟ ǸǝǸ qɌɧʧɰʂɱʀʛɆǗǐƅ±¤ɌƩÄɌż×ȯ[řɆȩɟǗǐ ɴ
ʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡȯ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇƖȱǗǐ`ȹɵɸʁʑʑʣʄɴʡȯÌĤȷɡɅȪɠ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤAĤȺ
ɠȧǐ
ǐ
3! ????? 
ǐ
3.1! ?? 
ɴʥɽʧɸɧʘqɌʈʁʄʤʧɱ!ňɆƆģɤɜɟYɟȺɠ<Õɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤ"¼ȸǗǐ±řʦ
ťʦƤĤɌżõɤȺɠȧǐ"¼ȺɠɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɍɳʧɺɺɾʃɨɇȸɅ^ĺȯȽɡȾɡŜ
ĺɌʎɧɤńĠȸǗǐńĠȸɅȪɠʎɧɤƞȸɅY¡ɤŢȫȵɇɤµȺɠȧɗȿY¡ɤŢȫƼɊɍǗǐ
Y¡Ɍā¥±ɇÿ±ɤÆ)ȺɠŌɘɤÌĤȺɠȧǐɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɍ ǰȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǐǸȗȔȏȊȈș Ɍ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɤAĤȸȿɛɌɇǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤAĤȸȿɛɌɌ ǝ Ƀɤ"¼Ⱥɠȧǐ ǝ ɃɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɇ
ɛY¡ɍ ǩȕȕȑȎȈȆșȎȔȓǐǸȗȔȌȗȆȒȒȎȓȌǐ ǱȓșȊȗȋȆȈȊǔǩǸǱǕɆŢȫȵɇȯɆȰɠɝȫɊȸǗǐǩǸǱ ɓāȸȪʠɱɬɺ
ʄȯŢɣɡɠɇ:ĠȯƉɠɝȫɉɛɌɊɉɂɅȪɠȧɗȿ±řʂɺʄɤŢȫȿɚɊǗǐʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɤ
"¼Ⱥɠȧǐ
ǐ
3.2! ?? 
ķľɆɍʎɧɇɉɠʖɸʥɤ^oɊŀɅǗǐʈʁʄʤʧɱɤ"¼Ⱥɠ¯ũȯȩɠȧȽȵɆ ǩȒȆȟȔȓǐ
ǿȊȇǐǻȊȗțȎȈȊȘǔǩǿǻǕɌ ǩȒȆȟȔȓǐǭȑȆȘșȎȈǐǫȔȒȕȚșȊǐǫȑȔȚȉǔǭǫǝǕɤAĤȸȿġuúŅɤŢȫȧǭǫǝ ɇɍ
ɱʟɪʅ8Ɇɶɩɻyçȯ[řɉɴʥʎʜʧʂɨʥɲ:ĠřHɤÏ%Ⱥɠɱʟɪʅʔɺʂɨʥɲɶʧ
ʍɺɆȩɠȧǐ ǐ
4ɅɌʎɧɍɩʥɺɾʥɺɾɩʑɊ șǝǙȒȎȈȗȔǔǜǐǯȎǪǐɌʙʚʠǗǐ ǜǐ țǫǸǽǗǐ ǡǐǫǸǽǕɤAĤȸ Ƿǻ Ɋɍ
ǽȇȚȓșȚǐǻȊȗțȊȗǐǜǡǙǛǟǐǴǼǻǐǔǰǾǵǕǗǐǻǻǬǐǾȔȑȚȒȊǐǼȞȕȊ ɤƩÄȸɅȪɠȧǐ
ɗȿ ǩǿǻ ɆɍʠʧɹɫʥɤƩÄȺɠȵɇɆ#ĤȺɠʃʧɾɶʧʋɌŒɤƩÄȺɠȵɇȯɆȰɠȧ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɍĦ^oɌʝʧɷȯRHȸɅAĤȺɠȵɇȯŕȬɞɡɠȧȽȵɆʈʁʄʤʧɱɤ
"¼ȺɠƼɊɛʈʁʄʤʧɱɌƞ*ɊȮȮɠãƶɍƮũɇɉɠȿɚǗǐŕºɆȰɠɝȫɊĦ^oɊ
ʎɧɤȿɅʈʁʄʤʧɱɤú¼ȺɠȧķľɆɍŇlŨƫǐ ǔɮʢɵʥǕǗǐ Ňlòƫǐ ǔʋʧɹʇɧN
ƫǕǗǐǭǽǐǔʏʟʥɱʏʡʄǕǗǐ ɧɹɧʌɸʏɨʁɱǐ ǔòǕɤAĤȸȿǔk ǝǕȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǜǠǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǐ ɩʥɺɾʥɺƬŒokǐ
ǐ
3.3! ???? 
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɆ6ƞɊ¯ũɇɉɠ
ÿřȯȩɠȧķľɆɍĺ`wȯ6ƞɌİĬɌ0ǗǐȪɊY¡ɌĕɊƆģɌɜɟYɟɤȺɠɧ
ʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɇɉɠȧȵɌã^ĺɍŜ<ɌńĠȺɠʖɸʥɊɌɘɧɱɼɺȺɠɀȳɆY¡ɇƆ
ģɌĸŷɤŢȫȧȽȵɆ¯ũɉÿřɍƆģʃʧɾɌńĠǗǐƆģɌY¡ɤŢȬɠɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺǗǐ
Y¡ɤŢȫʝʧɷɌŷŵǗǐńĠɆȩɠȧɗȿ<ÕɸɺʂʘɌǃɆ¯ũɉÿřɇȸɅǗǐƅ±Ɍĸ
)ɉɈɇɉɠȧªŖɌ<ÕɤŢȫȿɚɊ¯ũɉÿřɌzȱɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ȯÝɊÈɂɅȪɠ
ÿřɆȩɠȿɚǗǐ	Ɋɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺƫ<ɌťɇʃʧɾųűɤȺɠȧǐ
ǐ
3.4! Fabric 
żõɌŁɆŹáȸȿƞɟǗǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍʙʥʋʧɸʁʑǗǐʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥǗǐʀɫʧ
ʥɴʧʅɊ<ȮɡɅȪɠȧʙʥʋʧɸʁʑɌƫ<ȯǫȊȗșȎȋȎȈȆșȊǐǩȚșȍȔȗȎșȞǔǫǩǕɇfɎɡǗǐY¡Ⱥɠʝ
ʧɷɌīƲǗǐŷŵǗǐĸŷɜY¡Ɍā¥±ɇÿ±ɤÆ)ȺɠɶʧʍɺɇɉɂɅȪɠȧȽɌĕ ǫǩ
ɍY¡ɤŢȫøɆɍɉȱ6ƞɌĮŬ!ňɇȸɅ\ɌɶʧʋɊĤɆŢȷȼɠȧªȵɌʎ
ɧɤ ǫǩ ʎɧɇfɒȧȵɌÿřɍ ǬȔȈȐȊȗ ɩʙʧɹɆƬȷɡɅȪɠɛɌɤƊLȺɠȵɇɆŢɆȰ
ɠȧƊLãɊźɘƔəųʏɦɩʡɍƲɊƑȼɠȧǬȔȈȐȊȗ ɌɩʙʧɹɊ ȍȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǚȋȆȇȗȎȈǘ
ȒȊȒȇȊȗȘȗțȈ ɤųȸǗǐȒȊȒȇȊȗȘȗțȈ ɇȪȫɴʖʥʅɆŢȺɠȧZȳȳɠʕʧʄɍÉȺɠȵɇȯ
ɆȰɠȧǐ
ĀɊʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥɌųɤŪɅȪȱȧǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɇɍɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡɤ ǶȔǘ
ȔȕǔɴʥɼʥɶɺɤYɞɉȪʚʧʅǕɇ ǪȆșȈȍǐ ǸǪǮǼ ɌɈɁɞȮɤƩÄɆȰɠȧǜ \Ɍʈʁʄʤʧɱ
ɊȺɠƼɊɍǗǐ¯Ȼ ǪȆșȈȍǐ ǸǪǮǼ ɤƩÄȺɠȵɇȯÎȷɡɅȪɠȧȵɌ ǪȆșȈȍǐ ǸǪǮǼ ɤƩÄȺɠ
ƼɊɍ¯Ȼʎɧɤ ǟ \ɊȸɅųȺɠ¯ũȯȩɠȧųɍƬȷɡɅȪɠ ǬȔȈȐȊȗ ɩʙʧɹɌ
ǐǜǡǐ
ǐ
ƊLãɊųɆȰɠȧiɌų$ɍƲɊƑȼɠȧʎɧɌ ǱǬ ɍ țȕǛ Ȯɞɗɟ țȕǜǗțȕǝ ɇų
ȸɅȪȱȧȕȐȎ ɍ ǫǩ ɃɗɟʙʥʋʧɸʁʑɌ ȒȊȒȇȊȗȘțȈ ɆL"ȺɠÿřɆȩɠɌɆǗǐLȮȸɅȪɠ
ʎɧɌɧʅʢɺɤÉȺɠȧǫǷǺǭȅǸǭǭǺȅǬǱǻǫǷǾǭǺȁȅǺǷǷǼǶǷǬǭ Ɋɍú¼ȺɠʎɧɌɧʅʢɺ
ɤɯʥʖO=ɟɆųȺɠȧȵɡɊɝɟú¼ȺɠʎɧɤŷƀȺɠȧǫǷǺǭȅǸǪǮǼȅǯǭǶǭǺǩǴȅǶɍʎɧ
ɌÖɆȩɟǗǐ ǫǷǺǭȅǸǪǮǼȅǯǭǶǭǺǩǴȅǳ ɍ ǸǪǮǼ ɤʀɫʁɱȺɠɾɩʗʥɲɌųɆȩɠȧ
ǫǷǺǭȅǻǭǫǽǺǱǼȁȅǭǶǩǪǴǭǬ ɍʎɧɌɼɰʜʠʂɨɤ ǫǩ ʎɧɆŷŵȺɠȮbȮɆȩɟǗǐŷŵȺɠ
t_ɍǗǐFɊīƲȸɅȩɠ ǱǬ ɇɰʧɤųȺɠȵɇɆǗǐú¼ȺɠʎɧɇȸɅāȸȪɌȮŷŵȯʈ
ʁʄʤʧɱɤ"¼ȺɠƼɊŢɣɡɠȧǐ
ʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɍɺʖʧʄɴʥʄʟɱʄɤÆȫƫ<ɆȩɟǗǐ\ɌY¡ɌūɉɈɤťȺɠȧȵ
ɡȯɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɌťɇʃʧɾųűɊɛɉɠȧY¡ɤŢȫȵɇȯFÏɇɉɂ
ɅȪɠȿɚǗǐäƞɆȩɡɎ¯ũɇɉɠʃʧɾųűǗǐɃɗɟʂʧʐʡɌ"¼ɉɈɍ¯ũȯɉȪȧȵɌ
ʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɍğěɊȭȪɅ ǯȔǗǐǲȆțȆǗǐǶȔȉȊǙȏȘ Ɇť[řɀȯǗǐïǍɆɍ ǯȔ ɤAĤȸɅ
ťɤȺɠȧğěťȷɡɠƷÖǗǐɃɗɟZȳȳɠʠɱɬɺʄɌĽ@ɍ ǶǭǿǗǐ ǭȀǭǫǽǼǭǗǐǹǽǭǺȁ
ɊɉɂɅȪɠȧǶǭǿ ɍʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɤÚȸȱ"¼ȺɠƷÖǗǐǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ ɍY¡ȯŢɣɡɠƷÖɆ
ȩɟɃɗɟʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌɺʂʧʄɤçÚȺɠƷÖǗǐǹǽǭǺȁ ɍě¸ɤyçȼȻʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌ
ě¸ɌźɘYɟɀȳɤŢȫƷÖɆȩɠȧǐ
ʙʥʋʧɸʁʑǗǐʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥǗǐʀɫʧʥɴʧʅȮɞɉɠɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤ
ĤȪɠȵɇɆķľɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤú¼ȺɠȧķľɆ¯ũɆȩɂȿťɍǗǐǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍʚɹ
ʜʧʡɤƊLȺɠɌɊ¯ũɉųʏɦɩʡȯ ǝ ɃɇǗǐ ɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɇɉɠ ǯȔ Ɍʀɫʧʥɴʧʅ
ʑʣɲʟʘɌɘɇɉɂɅȪɠȧ4!Ɍú¼ɍk ǞɌƞɟɆȩɠȧk Ǟɍ ǟĺɆɃɗɟ ǟɃɌʎɧɆú
¼ȷɡɠµɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɆȩɠȧǜ ɃɌʐʣʁɱȯʪɃɌʎɧɤŤȸɅȪɠȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǜǢǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǞǐǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥ4!ú¼ǐ
ǐ
^ĺɍʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥǗǐʀɫʧʥɴʧʅȯŢȷɡɅȪɠ ǜ ɃɌʎɧɤńĠ
ȺɠȧȵɌ ǜ ɃɌʐʣʁɱɤķľɆɍɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɇfɒȧɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧĄɊɧʑ
ʠɳʧɸʞʥɌɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɤÈɂɅȭɟǗǐ ʠɱɬɺʄȯȷɡɠɇƨ=ɉɾɩʗʥɲǔʀɫʧʥɴʧʅ
ȯÚȸȱ"¼ȷɡɠãǗǐʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌɺʂʧʄȯçÚȷɡɠãǗǐ ɺʂʧʄɤĸŷȺɠãǕɆ ǫǩ Ɋ
ŷŵɌĸŷɤhȪ_ɣȼȯŢɣɡɠɝȫɊɉɂɅȪɠȧȵɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɍɧʑʠɳʧɸʞ
ʥʑʣɲʟʘɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɤÈɂɅȪɠȿɚǗǐǩǸǱ ɶʧʋɇȸɅɛL"ȸɅȪɠȧɗȿȵɌ ǩǸǱ ɍ
ǺǭȕȗȊȘȊȓșȆșȎȔȓȆȑǐǻșȆșȊǐǼȗȆȓȘȋȊȗǔǺǭǻǼǕǐǩǸǱ ɇɉɂɅȪɠȧǩǸǱ ȯL"ȸɅȪɠɧʅʢɺɇʕʧʄɤÉ
ȸɅʠɱɬɺʄɤŢȫȵɇɆǗǐY¡ɉɈ4ɅɌ:ĠɤŢȬɠȧŢȫȵɇɌɆȰɠʠɱɬɺʄɍk ǟǗǐ ǠǗǐ ǡ
ɊĹȺȧǐ
ǶǭǿɌʠɱɬɺʄɆɍƆģɌ)ÈŖɆȩɠĺaɇƆģǊɤÉȺɠȵɇɆ?íMȯŢɣɡɠȧ
ǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ ɌʠɱɬɺʄɆɍÊƔɤŢȫĺɇÊƔ1ɌĺaɇÊƔǊɤÉȺɠȵɇɆƆģɌɜ
ɟYɟȯŢɣɡɠȧǹǽǭǺȁ ɌʠɱɬɺʄɆɍĺaɤÉȺɠȵɇɆȽɌĺɌğnɌƆģǊȯƗ
ɂɅȰĸŷȯɆȰɠȧǩǸǱ ɍʃʏɭʡʄɌųɆɍ ǢǛǠǛ ʕʧʄɆZɤȸɅȭɟǗǐ ɗȿȵɡɞɌʠɱ
ɬɺʄɍ ȈȍȆȎȓȈȔȉȊ ɇȪȫʡʧʄɊ ȕȔȘș ɆZȳȳɞɡɠȧʠɱɬɺʄ1 ǽǺǴ ɍ ȍșșȕǥǚǚȠɧʅʢ
ɺȡǥǢǛǠǛǚȈȍȆȎȓȈȔȉȊ ɌɝȫɊɉɠȧǐ
ķľɆAĤȸȿ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍʋʧɹʞʥɍ ȇȆȘȊȎȒȆȌȊǘțǛǙǛǙǜǜǗǐ ǯȔ Ɍʋʧɹʞʥɍ ȌȔǜǙǢǐ
ȑȎȓȚȝǚȆȒȉǡǟǗǐǬȔȈȐȊȗ Ɍʋʧɹʞʥɍ ǜǙǜǝǙǜǗǩǸǱǐțȊȗȘȎȔȓǥǜǙǝǟǗǐȌȔǜǙǡǙǝ Ɇȩɠȧǐ
ǐǜǣǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǟǐǶǭǿ ʠɱɬɺʄ ǪȔȉȞǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǠǐǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ ʠɱɬɺʄ ǪȔȉȞǐ
{ 
  "jsonrpc": "2.0", 
  "method": "deploy", 
  "params": { 
    "type": 1, 
    "chaincodeID":{ 
        "name":"mycc" 
    }, 
    "ctorMsg": { 
        "args":["init", "a", "10000", "b", "10000", "c", "10000", "d", 
"10000"] 
    }, 
    "secureContext": "jim" 
  }, 
  "id": 1 
} 
{ 
  "jsonrpc": "2.0", 
  "method": "invoke", 
  "params": { 
      "type": 1, 
      "chaincodeID":{ 
          "name":"mycc" 
      }, 
      "ctorMsg": { 
         "args":["invoke", "a", "b", "1"] 
      }, 
      "secureContext": "jim" 
  }, 
  "id": 2 
} 
ǐǜǤǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǡǐǹǽǭǺȁ ʠɱɬɺʄ ǪȔȉȞǐ
ǐ
3.5! Cassandra 
ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ȯÏ%ȸɅȪɠɌɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇĨɉɟǗǐʃʧɾɺʄɧɇȸɅɌÿřɇȽɌʃʧɾɤʎɧƶ
Ɇʢʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤ"¼ȸɅ`ȹʃʧɾɇȸɅ¿ȬɠɝȫɊȺɠÿřɀȳɆȩɠȧȽɌĕǗǐʃʧɾɊ
ɧɱɼɺȺɠȿɚɌɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɇǗǐY¡ɤŢȫʠɱɬɺʄɊƷȸɅɌȽɌ8ɤůƭȸɅʃʧɾ
ɤYɟ¿ȫ¯ũȯȩɟǗǐ ɗȿīƲȷɡȿʝʧɷɆȩɠȮɌŷŵɤŢȫȿɚɌʑʣɲʟʘɤŜ<Ɇ
ťȺɠ¯ũȯȩɠȧɃɗɟʙʥʋʧɸʁʑƫ<Ɇȩɠ ǫǩ ʎɧɇ`ûɌL"ɤȺɠʑʣɲʟʘɇ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɊȩȿɠ ǶǭǿǗǐ ǭȀǭǫǽǼǭǗǐǹǽǭǺȁ ɇ`ûɌL"ɤŢȫ ǺȊȘșǐ ǩǸǱ Ɍɩʥ
ɾʧʏɫɩɺɇʠɱɬɺʄȷɡȿ8ɤůƭȸʃʧɾɤ"¼ǗǐçÚǗǐńĠȺɠʑʣɲʟʘɤťȺɠȧ
ķľɆɍǗǐ4ɅɌťŰŸɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌťɆɛAĤȷɡɅȪɠ ǯȔ ɤAĤȺɠȧǩǸǱ Ɋɍ ǯȎȓǡ
ɇȪȫʏʢʧʘʤʧɱɤAĤȸǗǐʃʧɾɺʄɧɆȩɠ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇʃʧɾɤ"¼ǗǐçÚǗǐńĠȺɠĕ
ɌɱʟɩɧʥʄɊ ǯȔǫǹǴǢɇȪȫʟɩʐʟʠɤAĤȺɠȧǐ
ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɍųɍ ȞȆȒȑ ¦ ɆʏɦɩʡɊŲ3ȸɅƊLȺɠȧiɌųɍƲɊƑȼɠȧų
8Ɍɧʅʢɺɍú¼ȺɠʎɧɌɧʅʢɺɊɝɂɅƼɍĨɉɠȧǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍ ǸǝǸ qɌɧʧɰʂ
ǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐ
ǡǐ ȍșșȕȘǥǚǚȌȎȓǘȌȔȓȎȈǙȌȎșȍȚȇǙȎȔǚȌȎȓǚǐ
Ǣǐ ȍșșȕǥǚǚȌȔȈȖȑǙȌȎșȍȚȇǙȎȔǚǐ
{ 
  "jsonrpc": "2.0", 
  "method": "query", 
  "params": { 
      "type": 1, 
      "chaincodeID":{ 
          "name":"mycc" 
      }, 
      "ctorMsg": { 
         "args":["query", "a"] 
      }, 
      "secureContext": "jim" 
  }, 
  "id": 3 
} 
ǐǝǛǐ
ǐ
ɱʀʛɆȩɟǗǐ4ʉʧʅȯ`ŃɆȩɠȯǗǐʃʧɾɤÒȷȼɠɸʧʅʑʣʋɩɿʧɤųȸɅȭȱ¯
ũȯȩɟųȺɠȧȵɌ¨GɌɸʧʅɊƽȯĪĢȸȿt_ɍǗǐÚȿɉɸʧʅȯȽɌ¨GɤÆȫȵ
ɇɊɉɠȧǐ
żõɌŁɆɛŹáȸȿɇȭɟǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍƅ±ɌʢʒʡɤųȺɠȵɇȯɆȰɠȧķľɆ
ɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆųȸȿɴʥɼʥɶɺʢʒʡɇƖȪ ǹȚȔȗȚȒȃǠȄɤƩÄȺɠȧʢʑʠɳʧɸʞʥ(ÖɛƩ
Ä[řɆȩɟǗǐķľɆɍ ǝ ɇȺɠȧʃʧɾųűɇȸɅĺɌƆģɤ¿ȫȿɚɌʃʧɾʂʧʐʡɤ
ɰʧɊĺaǗǐ+ɊƆģǊɇɉɠɝȫɉ ȈȆȒȕȆȓȞǐșȊȝșǐǸǺǱǵǩǺȁǐǳǭȁǗǐȒȔȓȊȞǐȈȔȚȓșȊȗ ɇ"¼ȸA
ĤȺɠȧʠɱɬɺʄɤZȳɠɇǗǐǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ ãɊɍY¡0ɊɍǑǽǸǬǩǼǭǐȆȘȘȊșȘǐǻǭǼǐȒȔȓȊȞǐǧǐȒȔȓȊȞǐ
ǘǐ Ǩǐ ǿǰǭǺǭǐ ȈȆȒȕȆȓȞǐ ǧǐ ǨǑǗǐ Y¡1ɊɍǑǽǸǬǩǼǭǐ ȆȘȘȊșȘǐ ǻǭǼǐ ȒȔȓȊȞǐ ǧǐ ȒȔȓȊȞǐ ǖǐ Ǩǐ ǿǰǭǺǭǐ
ȈȆȒȕȆȓȞǐǧǐǨǑɇȪȫ ǫǹǴ ɱɬʠȯÂȴɞɡǗǐǹǽǭǺȁãɊɍȦǻǭǴǭǫǼǐȒȔȓȊȞǐǮǺǷǵǐȆȘȘȊșȘǐǿǰǭǺǭǐ
ȈȆȒȕȆȓȞǐǧǐǨȦǐ ɇȪȫɝȫɉ ǫǹǴ ɱɬʠȯÂȴɞɡǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɊɧɱɼɺȺɠȧǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍ ǫǩ ʎɧɇ`ûɌÿřɤɛɃȿɚɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɍǗǐʝʧɷʃʧɾɌńĠɇʠɱɬɺ
ʄɤZȳɠɇńĠȷɡȿʃʧɾɤWėɊŷŵɤŢȫÿřɤťȸɅȪɠȧhȪ_ɣȼɤZȳȳǗǐ
ʢɺʕʥɺɤŢȫȿɚɌɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɤÈɃȧǐ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥ4!Ɍú¼ɍk ǢɌƞɟɆȩɠȧkɌƞɟ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɤĤȪȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɊƖ
Ȫú¼ɊɉɠȧǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇ`ûɊɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɍƨ=ɉɾɩʗʥɲɆ ǫǩ ʎɧɊŷŵɌĸŷɌ
hȪ_ɣȼȯŢɣɡɠɝȫɊɉɂɅȪɠȧ"¼ȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɌ ǯȔ ŦɌ ǩǸǱ ɍk ǣ Ɍɝ
ȫɊɉɂɅȪɠȧAĤȸȿ ǲǩǾǩ Ɍʋʧɹʞʥɍ ǜǙǣǙǛȅǜǜǜǗǐǺȚȓșȎȒȊǐǭȓțȎȗȔȓȒȊȓșǐǔȇȚȎȑȉǐǜǙǣǙǛȅǜǜǜǘ
ǣȚǜǜǜǘȇǜǟǘǝȚȇȚȓșȚǛǙǜǡǙǛǟǙǝǘȇǜǟǗǐǡǟǘǪȎșǐǻȊȗțȊȗǐǾǵǐǔȇȚȎȑȉǐǝǠǙǜǜǜǘȇǜǟǗǐȒȎȝȊȉǐȒȔȉȊǕǗǐǯȔ Ɍʋʧ
ɹʞʥɍ ȌȔǜǙǢǐȑȎȓȚȝǚȆȒȉǡǟǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɍʋʧɹʞʥɍ ǞǙǡ Ɇȩɠȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǝǜǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǢǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥ4!ú¼ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǣǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤĤȪȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌ ǯȔ Ŧ ǩǸǱǐ
ǐǝǝǐ
ǐ
3.6! ??????? 
ʫɃɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌ±řŶ'ɤŢȫȿɚɊʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɤ"¼Ⱥɠȧʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɍ
ǶǭǿǗǐǭȀǭǫǽǼǭǗǐǹǽǭǺȁ Ɍʌʟʙʧɾɤ ǲǻǷǶǐǪȔȉȞ ɊÈɃ ȍșșȕ ʠɱɬɺʄɤãƶƛɠÿř
ɤÈɃȧŢɌƼɊɍÉȸȿɧʅʢɺɇʒʥʀʖʧɱɌŢãƶɇʤʧɯÖɤÉȺɠȧɧʅʢɺ
ɍŧÖÉ[řɆȩɟǗǐŧÖÉȸȿt_ɍɃɌɧʅʢɺĄɊ ǜɃɌɺʢʁʅȯƉɟ>Ɋ ȍșșȕ
ʠɱɬɺʄȯŢɣɡɠȧʤʧɯÖɇɍ>ɊʠɱɬɺʄɤƛɠÖɆȩɟǗǐƞ ǜ ɧʅʢɺ ǜ ɺʢʁʅɌ
>ɀȯǗǐ ȵɡɤ ǜ ɧʅʢɺɊÉȸȿÖɌɺʢʁʅɌ>ɊȺɠȵɇȯɆȰɠȧǐ
űĒɍʠɱɬɺʄĄɊʠɱɬɺʄɤ;ȸɅȮɞƗɂɅȱɠɗɆɌãƶɃɗɟʠɱɬɺʄĄɌʢɺʕʥɺ
ɾɩʘɤĒȺɠȧɗȿʠɱɬɺʄɌ¼IiÖɇ~ÓiÖɤɯɪʥʄȸɅȪȱȧʠɱɬɺʄĄɊ4ɅɌʠ
ɱɬɺʄãƶɤ)ȸǗǐéªɊ ǫǻǾ ¦ Ɋ;HȺɠȧȵɌãéɛȮȮɂȿʠɱɬɺʄãƶɇpã
ƶɛ;HȺɠȧǐťɍŰŸɊǯȔɤAĤȸɅȪɠȧ>MɊɍǯȔɌÿřɆȩɠ ȌȔȗȔȚșȎȓȊ ɤAĤ
ȺɠȧȌȔȗȔȚșȎȓȊ ɌŌɘɍƏưɉɺʢʁʅɌɝȫɉɛɌɆǗǐĜŀɊŢȺɠŧÖɌƷÖǔɴʡʧʀ
ʥǕɤǗǐ ɺʢʁʅɌƾ_ɊzƮMȺɠɛɌɇɉɂɅȪɠȃǜǡȄȧǐ ťɊAĤȸȿ ǯȔ Ɍʋʧɹʞʥɍ
ȌȔǜǙǢǙǜǐȉȆȗȜȎȓǚȆȒȉǡǟ Ɇȩɠȧǐ
ǐ
4! ???? 
ǐ
4.1! ?? 
ťȸȿʫɃɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌ±řŶ'ɤťȸȿʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɆŢȫȧ±řŶ'ɍʎɧ
ɌÖɤyȬȿȪȱɃȮɌú¼ɆŢȫȧķľɆŢɂȿú¼ǗǐŶ'ÛċɤŹáȸǗǐŢɂȿú¼ĄɌ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌŶ'ōóɤɗɇɚɠȧǐ
ǐ
4.2! ?? 
±řŶ'ɤŢɂȿʈʁʄʤʧɱú¼ɍ4 Ǟ ɃɆȩɠȧʎɧɌt½ɍ ǩǿǻ ēÇɆŤŲȺɠȧɳʧ
ɺ ǜ ɍɧɹɧʌɸʏɨʁɱǐ ǔòǕɌ ǫȊȗșȎȋȎȈȆșȊǐ ǩȚșȍȔȗȎșȞ ɇɉɠʎɧ ǜ ɃɇŇlŨƫǐ ǔɮʢɵʥǕɌ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧ ǜ ɃɆú¼ȷɡɠʈʁʄʤʧɱȧɳʧɺ ǝ ɍɧɹɧʌɸʏɨʁɱǐ ǔòǕɌ
ǫȊȗșȎȋȎȈȆșȊǐǩȚșȍȔȗȎșȞ ɇɉɠʎɧɇŇlŨƫǐ ǔɮʢɵʥǕǗǐŇlòƫǐ ǔʋʧɹʇɧNƫǕǗǐǭǽǐǔʏʟʥɱ
ʏʡʄǕǗǐ ɧɹɧʌɸʏɨʁɱǐ ǔòǕɊ ǜ ɃȻɃɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɆú¼ȷɡɠʈʁʄʤʧɱȧɳ
ʧɺ Ǟ ɍɧɹɧʌɸʏɨʁɱǐ ǔòǕɌ ǫȊȗșȎȋȎȈȆșȊǐ ǩȚșȍȔȗȎșȞ ɇɉɠʎɧɇŇlŨƫǐ ǔɮʢɵʥǕǗǐŇ
lòƫǐ ǔʋʧɹʇɧNƫǕǗǐ ǭǽǐ ǔʏʟʥɱʏʡʄǕǗǐ ɧɹɧʌɸʏɨʁɱǐ ǔòǕɊ ǝ ɃȻɃɌɧʑʠɳ
ʧɸʞʥʎɧɆú¼ȷɡɠʈʁʄʤʧɱȧ4ɅɌʎɧɍųűɌŁɌġuɆèȪɅȩɠɇȭɟɆȩɠȧǐ
ǐ4ɅɌɳʧɺɊȭȪɅʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɍ¾0Ɍ ǸǫǔǷǻǐȀǐȁȔȘȊȒȎșȊǐțȊȗȘȎȔȓǐǜǛǙǜǛǙǠǐǣǐǯǪǐǜǡǛǛǐ
ǵǰȟǐǬǬǺǞǐòǕȮɞŢȺɠȧǐ
ǐǝǞǐ
ǐ
4.3! ???? 
^ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɍrïĬɊɃɌĺȯ½ëȸɅȪɠɛɌɇȺɠȧȽɌĕʎɧɌÖɀȳ
øȯnȺɠě¸Ɋɉɠȧȿɀȸɳʧɺ ǜɌt_ɍ ǜɃɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤ ǝɃɌøɆAĤ
ȸɅȪɠȵɇɤµȸȿƤĤɇȺɠȧǐ
?íě¸ɊȭȪɅ4ɅɌĺɍ ǜǛǛǛǛ ɌƆƱɤÈɃȧȵɌ?íMɌ:ĠɍʒʥʀʖʧɱɤŢ
ȫFɊȺɠȧǐ
ʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɍ^ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɊťɌŁɆŹáȸȿ ǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ ɌʠɱɬɺʄɤŢȫȧ
ǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ Ɍ8ɍʠɱɬɺʄ1Ɍʎɧɤ½ëȺɠŜƌɌĺaɇY¡1ɌĺaɇY¡ǊǔŶ
'ǍɆɍɊ ǜǕɇʣɲɩʥĐɘɌŜƌɤŤȺʝʧɷŵáĐɘɌaFȮɞɉɠʠɱɬɺʄɤŢȫȧʠ
ɱɬɺʄ ǜ ɃɆ ǜ ɃɌY¡ȯŢɣɡɠȵɇɊɉɠȧk Ǣ Ɍʠɱɬɺʄ8ɆȩɡɎ Ȇ ĺȮɞ ȇ ĺɓ ǜ
ɌƆƱɤƛƱȸȿȵɇɊɉɠȧǐ
ʒʥʀʖʧɯʧɍ^ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɊÉȸȿʤʧɯÖɆǡǛĻƶʠɱɬɺʄɤŢȪŎȳɠȧ
Ŷ'ōóɍ¼IÖǗǐ~ÓÖǗǐé{ʢɺʕʥɺãƶǗǐéʢɺʕʥɺãƶǗǐ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘp+Ǘǐ
ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘ}+Ǘǐ ʢɺʕʥɺüē,ɇʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɤãň>ɊɲʟʏMȸȿɛɌɇǗǐ
ǛǙǛǠȘ ĄɊɗɇɚǇ;ɤɲʟʏMȸȿɛɌɤƑȼɠȧǐ
4.4! ???? 
!! ɳʧɺ ǜǐ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧǥǐɮʢɵʥ ǜ Ƀǐ
ǫǩ ʎɧǥǐòǐ
ʒʥʀʖʧɯʧǥǐòǐ
ǐ
Ťǐ ǜǐ ɳʧɺ ǜ Ŷ'ōóǐ
ǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǣǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ
¼IÖǐ ǝǣǛǐ ǝǡǡǐ ǢǤǤǐ ǜǛǜǤǐ ǣǡǤǐ ǝǛǠǝǐ
~ÓÖǐ Ǜǐ Ǜǐ Ǜǐ Ǜǐ Ǜǐ Ǜǐ
é{ãƶǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǣǛǢǐ ǛǙǟǠǣǐ ǛǙǣǠǜǐ ǛǙǟǢǤǐ ǝǙǣǟǝǐ ǛǙǟǣǜǐ
éãƶǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǜǞǤǐ ǛǙǝǝǞǐ ǛǙǜǟǠǐ ǛǙǝǝǝǐ ǛǙǜǞǤǐ ǛǙǝǜǣǐ
p+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǝǜǠǐ ǛǙǝǝǡǐ ǛǙǞǛǜǐ ǛǙǝǞǡǐ ǛǙǠǠǠǐ ǛǙǝǞǟǐ
}+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǝǜǢǐ ǛǙǝǝǠǐ ǛǙǝǡǢǐ ǛǙǝǞǠǐ ǛǙǠǜǡǐ ǛǙǝǞǛǐ
üē,ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǛǟǤǐ ǛǙǛǜǟǐ ǛǙǜǞǜǐ ǛǙǛǜǡǐ ǛǙǞǝǤǐ ǛǙǛǝǛǐ
ǐ ǐ
ǐǝǟǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ Ǥǐ ɳʧɺ ǜȜȔȗȐȊȗǜ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǛǐ ɳʧɺ ǜȜȔȗȐȊȗǜ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐǝǠǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǜǐ ɳʧɺ ǜȜȔȗȐȊȗǟ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǝǐ ɳʧɺ ǜȜȔȗȐȊȗǟ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐǝǡǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǞǐ ɳʧɺ ǜȜȔȗȐȊȗǣ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǟǐ ɳʧɺ ǜȜȔȗȐȊȗǣ Ǉ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐǝǢǐ
ǐ
!! ɳʧɺ ǝǐ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧǥǐɮʢɵʥǔȆǕǗǐ ʏʟʥɱʏʡʄǔȇǕǗǐ ʋʧɹʇɧNƫǔȈǕǗǐ òǔȉǕǐ
ǫǩ ʎɧǥǐòǐ
ʒʥʀʖʧɯʧǥǐòǐ
ǐ ȵɌɳʧɺɆʒʥʀʖʧɱȯŋɣɂȿªɊɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɆ:ĠȯLȰŎȳ:Ġȯ
ŋɣɞɉȪƸɟāȸȪƆģ+ɤY¬ɆȰɉȪğƂȯƊȰȿȧʒʥʀʖʧɱŋªȮɞȵɌ
:ĠɊȮȮɂȿãƶɤʋʁʀʟɲɇȺɠȧǐ
ǐ
Ťǐ ǝǐ ɳʧɺ ǝ Ŷ'ōóǐ
ǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǣǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ
¼IÖǐ Ǣǜǣǐ ǝǝǞǐ ǜǛǡǟǐ ǤǝǠǐ ǞǠǝǠǐ ǜǣǠǠǐ
~ÓÖǐ Ǜǐ ǝǢǐ Ǜǐ ǣǤǐ Ǜǐ ǝǜǛǐ
é{ãƶǔȘǕǐ ǞǙǢǜǟǐ ǝǙǛǛǜǐ ǜǜǙǤǣǠǐ ǝǙǞǛǛǐ ǣǙǝǜǝǐ ǝǙǝǤǠǐ
éãƶǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǛǟǠǐ ǛǙǟǝǤǐ ǛǙǛǠǡǐ ǛǙǟǝǛǐ ǛǙǛǟǝǐ ǛǙǞǤǤǐ
p+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǞǞǠǐ ǛǙǤǢǡǐ ǛǙǤǞǞǐ ǛǙǤǠǠǐ ǛǙǠǟǣǐ ǛǙǤǞǣǐ
}+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǝǠǜǐ ǛǙǤǜǤǐ ǛǙǟǛǡǐ ǛǙǤǜǢǐ ǛǙǞǟǡǐ ǛǙǤǛǣǐ
üē,ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǞǝǞǐ ǛǙǝǢǠǐ ǜǙǜǞǠǐ ǛǙǝǠǣǐ ǛǙǠǠǛǐ ǛǙǝǡǣǐ
ʋʁʀʟɲǔȘǕǐ Ǜǐ ǘǐ Ǜǐ ǘǐ ǜǟǛǐ ǘǐ
ǐ
ǐǝǣǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǠǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐȊȗǜ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǡǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐǜ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐǝǤǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǢǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐȊȗǟ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǣǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐȊȗǟ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǛǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǜǤǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐǣ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǛȢǞǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǛǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐȊȗǣ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǞǛȢǡǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǜǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǜǐ ɳʧɺ ǝȜȔȗȐȊȗǣ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
!! ɳʧɺ Ǟǐ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧǥǐɮʢɵʥǔȆǗȊǕǗǐ ʏʟʥɱʏʡʄǔȇǗȋǕǗǐ ʋʧɹʇɧNƫǔȈǗȌǕǗǐ òǔȊǗȍǕǐ
ǫǩ ʎɧǥǐòǐ
ǐ ȵɌɳʧɺɆɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞ
ʥɆ`ȹʤʧɯÖɆãƶ8ɌʠɱɬɺʄŏÖɊ{Ȱɉȯ;ȿȧʠɱɬɺʄŏÖȯƖȱ
ɉɠɝȫɊʠɱɬɺʄɊ ǠǛȒȘ ƶƻɤȭȪɅ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǔǠǛȒȘǕɤȸǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɊɍzȱŢɂȿȧǐ
Ťǐ Ǟǐ ɳʧɺ Ǟ Ŷ'ōóǐ
ǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǝǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ
¼IÖǐ ǝǡǛǠǐ ǠǜǠǐ ǟǢǟǝǐ ǣǞǜǞǐ ǝǛǣǟǐ
~ÓÖǐ Ǜǐ Ǟǣǐ Ǜǐ Ǜǐ ǜǠǜǐ
é{ãƶǔȘǕǐ ǜǙǡǟǣǐ ǜǙǤǢǞǐ ǜǙǡǣǛǐ ǜǙǢǞǠǐ ǝǙǛǡǟǐ
éãƶǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǛǞǛǐ ǛǙǞǜǛǐ ǛǙǛǝǣǐ ǛǙǛǞǜǐ ǛǙǞǛǣǐ
p+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǜǣǠǐ ǛǙǣǢǠǐ ǛǙǝǛǞǐ ǛǙǝǞǝǐ ǛǙǣǡǡǐ
}+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǜǢǜǐ ǛǙǣǞǣǐ ǛǙǜǤǞǐ ǛǙǝǜǟǐ ǛǙǣǝǣǐ
üē,ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǜǛǢǐ ǛǙǝǣǝǐ ǛǙǜǞǛǐ ǛǙǜǡǡǐ ǛǙǝǢǟǐ
ʋʁʀʟɲǔȘǕǐ Ǟǝǐ ǘǐ ǝǡǢǐ ǜǛǛǞǐ ǘǐ
ǐǞǝǐ
ǐ
Ťǐ Ǟǐ ɳʧɺ Ǟ Ŷ'ōóǐ
ǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǔǠǛȒȘǕǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǣǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǡǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǞǝǐ ȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǐ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǐ
¼IÖǐ ǜǤǜǜǐ ǟǛǤǞǐ ǣǝǛǝǐ ǜǡǠǞǣǐ ǞǝǤǢǠǐ
~ÓÖǐ Ǜǐ ǞǜǞǐ ǡǠǛǐ ǜǞǣǣǐ ǝǣǝǡǐ
é{ãƶǔȘǕǐ ǜǙǡǡǛǐ ǝǙǟǣǠǐ ǝǙǝǣǠǐ ǝǙǝǡǟǐ ǝǙǝǞǠǐ
éãƶǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǛǞǞǐ ǛǙǞǛǣǐ ǛǙǞǛǢǐ ǛǙǜǝǟǐ ǛǙǛǡǠǐ
p+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǝǛǛǐ ǛǙǣǢǣǐ ǛǙǣǢǟǐ ǛǙǣǡǟǐ ǛǙǣǡǟǐ
}+ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǝǛǜǐ ǛǙǣǠǠǐ ǛǙǣǠǞǐ ǛǙǣǞǢǐ ǛǙǣǟǜǐ
üē,ǔȘǕǐ ǛǙǜǜǜǐ ǛǙǝǣǜǐ ǛǙǝǢǤǐ ǛǙǝǢǣǐ ǛǙǝǢǠǐ
ʋʁʀʟɲǔȘǕǐ Ǜǐ ǘǐ ǘǐ ǘǐ ǘǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǝǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǞǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǞǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǜǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǟǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǜ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǟǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǠǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǝǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǡǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǝǮȆȇȗȎȈ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐǞǠǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǢǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǛȢǞǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǣǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǮȆȇȗȎȈ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǞǛȢǡǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǡǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǝǤǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǮȆȇȗȎȈ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǞǛǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǢǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ Ǟǜǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ Ǟǝǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǛȢǝǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǣǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǞǞǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǝǛȢǟǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ Ǟǟǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ãň>ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɲʟʏǔǟǛȢǡǛǕǐ
ǐ
ǐǞǤǐ
ǐ
ǐ
kǐ ǞǠǐ ɳʧɺ ǞȜȔȗȐȊȗǡǟǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘǇ;ɲʟʏǐ
ǐ
ǐ
5! ?? 
ǐ
Ŷ'ǍɌōóɌŕɇǗǐŶ'ǍɤŢȫȿɚɊťȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌťɴɺʄǗǐ[Ĥ
±Ǘǐ9Ƴ±Ǘǐôƍ±ɉɈɌƤĤɌŕɤŢȫȧǐ
ǐ
5.1! ???? 
ɗȻɳʧɺ ǜ ɌǗǐ ʎɧɤʪɃɀȳɌú¼ɆȩɟǗǐ<ÕȷɡɅȪɉȪS!Ɍ±řŶ'ōóɤŪɠȧ
ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɍɕɖɊɉɂɅȪɠɌɊȸɅǗǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɍȩ
ɠļãƶȯŀɃɇʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯƋɋȯɂɅȪɠĔȯȩɠȵɇȯɣȮɠȧǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆɍY¡
ȯŢɣɡɠĄɊʐʣʁɱɃɗɟʃʧɾȯvȬɅȪȱȧɌY¡ȯŢɣɡɠɇ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ȯ8ƫĬɊA
ĤȸɅȪɠʃʧɾɺʄɧɆȩɠ ǺȔȈȐȘǐǬǪǐɓɇèȰƔɘȯƉɠȧɗȿ ǺȔȈȐȘǐǬǪ ɩʥʙʚʠɊ
ɟ=ɞ
ɉȪɇĆŎMɌʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥ:ĠȯƉɠȧȵɡɍǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇɛ`ûɆȩɠȯǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɍʃʧ
ɾųűɆɍʃʧɾưɍvȬȻǗǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌɝȫɉʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɆɍȽɌʃʧɾúƠǗǐY¡ɤŢȫ
ɕɈɊʃʧɾưȯvȬɅȪȱȿɚȵɌɝȫɉȯĪĢȸȿŕȬɞɡɠȧɗȿʤʧɯÖɤ ǣ ɊȸȿƼɊ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌÛɆɍʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯp+Ǘǐ}+6ɊàȸȿȵɇȮɞǗǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍɧʑʠɳʧɸʞ
ʥɌʃʧɾɌçÚŜ!ȯ>:ĠɊ¢ȱǗǐʃʧɾɌçÚɌƟȯƣȪɇŕȬɞɡɠȧȵɡɍȽɛ
ǐǟǛǐ
ǐ
ȽɛçÚãɊèȰƔə´sưȯzȪȵɇȮɞǗǐɃɃɌçÚɊãƶȯȮȮɟǗǐʃʧɾɌèȰƔ
ɘɌƶʣʁɱȷɡɠãƶȯƳȪȿɚɊƊȰɅȪɠɌɆɍɉȪȮɇŕȬɞɡɠȧǐ
ĀɊɳʧɺ ǝ Ɍʎɧ ǟ ɃɆʈʁʄʤʧɱȯú¼ȷɡɅȪɠɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌ±řŶ'ōóɤŪ
ɠȧɳʧɺ ǜɌãɇ`ûɊüē,ȯ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɝɟ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ȯ{ȰȪȧȽɌÛɆǗǐ ɳʧɺ ǜ ɌƼ
Ɋɍp+Ǘǐ}+6Ɋ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɊȽȵɗɆɌȯɉȮɂȿȯǗǐ ɳʧɺ ǝ Ɇɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ
Ɍɕȫȯp+ɇĚɊ}+ȯȷȱɉɂɅȪɠȧȵɡɞɍȵɌãɌǇ;ɲʟʏȮɞɛɣȮɠȧɗȿȵ
ɌãɌãň>ɲʟʏȮɞ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯĶȱƗɂɅȰɅȪɠȯãÃʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯ
ƳȱɉɟǗǐ ɗȿĿ;ȸɅʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɌȮȮɠãɛȩɠȵɇȯɣȮɠȧãÃʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯƳȱ
ɉɠɌɍɳʧɺ ǜ ɌɇȰɇ`ûɌğƂɆȩɟǗǐʃʧɾɺʄɧɓɌèȰƔɘɜʃʧɾɺʄɧɌʄʟʥɷɱ
ɸʞʥ:ĠȯƉɂȿɊɝɠɇŕȬɞɡɠȧǐ
ɗȿ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍ4!ĬɊɳʧɺ ǜ ɌĚɊąɔʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯɑɅȪɠȯǗǐǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍɳʧ
ɺ ǜ ɌɇȰɇ`ûɌʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɆzȱȯƗɂɅȰɅȪɠȧȵɡɍƅ±ɤɇɠɴʥɼʥɶɺÛċ
ɇʃʧɾ<ÕɌƧȪȯUjɆȩɠɇŕȬɞɡɠȧǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɆɍɈɌʎɧɊʃʧɾȯȩɠȮʊʁɸʜ
Ťɤ0ɊŪɃȳ;ȸèȰƔɘȯŢɣɡɠȧǐȽȸɅȵɌƼɊƅ±ɤ ǹǽǷǺǽǵ ɌʢʒʡɆĸ)
ȺɠɝȫɊʢʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤYɂɅȪɠʎɧɇĸŷɤȺɠȧÛɆ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɇɍ4ɅɌʎɧɆ4ɅɌ
ʃʧɾɤÈɃȿɚǗǐ ɗȻʠɱɬɺʄɤZȳȳǗǐȽɌªɊʋʁʀ:ĠɆƅ±ɤÆ)ȺɠȧȽɌĕ
ɳʧɺ ǜ ɊąɔɅ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇɍ ǛǙǝȘ ɕɈʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯɑɅȪɠȯǗǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɇɍ ǪȆșȈȍǐ
ǸǪǮǼ ɇȪȫʋʁʀ:ĠɆŢȫɇȪȫÛ ȯɇɞɡɅȪɠĕǗǐY¡ɤŢȫʠɱɬɺʄĄɊƅ±ɤɇɠ
:ĠȯƉɠɣȳɆɍɉȱǗǐ ɳʧɺ ǜ ɌãɊƖȪʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɆzȱɌʠɱɬɺʄȯƗɂɅȰɅȪ
ɠȧȸȮȸȵɌɝȫɉ:ĠɇɉɂɅȪɠĕǗǐǹȚȊȗȞ ɆğnɌƆģěĊɤĸŷȸɅɛǗǐƼɊʠɱɬɺʄ
ȸȿ4ɅɌY¡ȯɗɀŢɣɡɅȪɉȪȵɇȯȩɟǗǐ ʠɧʡɾɩʘɌğěÁÑȯɆȰɉȪěĊȯĪĢ
ȸɅȪɠȧȵɌʋʁʀ:ĠɆŢȫÛ ɍʠɱɬɺʄȯzȱɉɡɎɉɠɕɈǗǐʋʁʀ:ĠȯƶɊ_ɣȻ
ʠɧʡɾɩʘ±ȯ³ȱɉɟǗǐY¡ʠɱɬɺʄȮɞɌʟɲȯƳȱɉɠȧɗȿȵɌʋʁʀ:ĠȯƉɂɅȪɠã
ɊʠɱɬɺʄȯŢɣɡɠɇǗǐʃʧɾɺʄɧɓɌèȰƔɘȯʣʁɱȷɡɠȿɚǗǐʃʧɾɺʄɧɊèȰƔə
¯ũȯȩɠɾɩʗʥɲɇƮɉɠɇʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯĚɊɑɠȧǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆɍȽɌĕʤʧɯÖȯzȱɉ
ɟʠɱɬɺʄÖȯzȱɉɠɇʠɱɬɺʄɌ~ÓȵȽɉȪȯǗǐ ʠɧʡɾɩʘ±ȯ³ȱɉɟǗǐɌʢɺʕʥɺ
ɾɩʘɌƋɋȯɟɊŭ²ȯ¯ũɇɉɠȧÛ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɆɍʠɱɬɺʄÖȯzȱɉɠɇǗǐ ʠɱɬɺʄ
ȯ~ÓȺɠÖȯvȬɠȯǗǐȽɡɊɝɂɅɌʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘȯĸ)ȷɡʠɱɬɺʄÖȯzȱɉɂ
Ʌɛʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɍ{ȰȱyMȸɉȪȧǐ
ú¼ȺɠʎɧɌÖȯzȱɉɂȿɳʧɺ ǞɆɛ`ûɌȵɇȯƊȰɅȪɠȧʎɧÖȯvȬɅɛ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇ
ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ 6ɊʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɌp+Ǘǐ}+ȯɳʧɺ ǝ ɌɇȰɇ{ȰȱyɣɞɉȪȧȵɡɍ
ƅ±ɤɇɠȿɚɌƞ*ɉɈɍʐʣʧʅɰʛɺʄɆƛ*ȷɡɠȿɚɆȩɠȧÛɆʎɧɌÖȯvȬɅȪ
ɠȿɚǗǐ`ȹʤʧɯÖɆɛʈʁʄʤʧɱ4!ɇȸɅɌY¡ɌÖȯvȬɅȪɠȵɇȮɞǗǐ ɳʧɺ ǝɆƊȰ
ȿ§ǄȯßȱɆɅȪɠȧǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɍ ǪȆșȈȍǐ ǸǪǮǼ ɌʟɲɃɗɟʠɧʡɾɩʘ±Ɍ ȯßȪăƺɆĪ
ĢȸǗǐéŋĬɊʟɲɇȸɅƳȱɆɅȪɠȧǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇɍɳʧɺ ǞɌʎɧÖȯ ǣ ɇzȱɉɟʤʧɯÖɤ
ǐǟǜǐ
ǐ
ǡǟ ɇzȱɌʠɱɬɺʄǗǐɃɗɟzȱɌY¡ɤ ǡǛ ĻɌƶɆŢɂɅɛʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɍ{ȰȱyMȼȻǗǐ
ʠɱɬɺʄɌ~ÓÖȵȽvȬɠȯǗǐp+Ǘǐ}+6ɊǗǐɕɖɳʧɺ ǝɌʤʧɯÖ ǜɌɇȰɇɕɖ`
ȹɊɉɂɅȪɠȧǐ
ǐ
5.2! ?? 
`ûɌɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ȽɡȾɡɆ"¼ȺɠɊȩȿɟǗǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɤAĤȸȿ
ɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɆµȷɡɅȪɠAĤÛċɊDɂȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɆȩɂȿȿɚǗǐťȸɉȱɅ
ɍȪȳɉȪʑʣɲʟʘȯ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌɕȫȯzȮɂȿȧ7!ĬɊɍ
ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆɍɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥʎɧɆɍƬȷɡɅȪɠ ǬȔȈȐȊȗ ɌƊLãɊú¼ɊȩɂȿųɤŲƙ
ȺɠɌɇǗǐ ɩʥɾʧʏɫɩɺɇɉɠʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌťɀȳɆȺɥɀȧȵɌʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɍʃʧɾ
ųűɊɛɉɂɅȭɟǗǐʃʧɾųűɌ¾ƶɛEđȷɡɅȪɠȧɗȿʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌťɛŧƿɉȵɇ
ɍɉȱǗǐĤ¶ȷɡɅȪɠʟɩʐʟʠɤAĤȺɠɇņSɊťɆȰȿȧÛɆȵɌʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌ
ťȯʃʧɾųűɆȩɟʃʧɾʒʧɺɌʂʧʐʡɌ"¼ɌɝȫɉɛɌɇɉɠȿɚǗǐ ȵȵɆŔȸɅȩɠ
ǗǐƝɆyçȯɆȰɉȪȧǫǩ ʎɧɌųɛ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆɍųʏɦɩʡɊÖŢèȱɀȳɆĐɥ
ɀȧǐ
ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤAĤȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɆɍǗǐǫǩ ʎɧɊ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆŢȷɡɅȪȿɣɟɇɉɠŷ
ŵɤŢȫʑʣɲʟʘɇǗǐʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɌɣɟɇɉɠ ǩǸǱ ɌʑʣɲʟʘǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌųǗǐȽȸɅ
ʃʧɾɌųűȯ¯ũɆȩɂȿȧťȺɠ¯ũȯȩɠʑʣɲʟʘȯvȬɠȵɇɍĸȮɀȯǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ
ȯ¿ɣɡɅȪɠ$ɉɈɛÝɊȩɟǗǐ ȽȵɗɆǀȸȪɛɌɆɍɉȮɂȿȧȽɌÛɆôƍɉAĤȯ
[řɆȩɠĕɊ¹ƮɆȩɠ¯ũȯȩɠȧťɊɝɂɅƅ±ʢʒʡɌyçȯ[řɆɛȩɟǗǐQ<
ɊČ¶ȸAĤȸȿȪðɊ_ɣȼȿťȯ¯ũɆȩɠȧǐ
ǐ
5.3! ?? 
ɗȻʈʁʄʤʧɱɤú¼ȺɠʎɧɤvɜȸȿɟđɞȸȿɟȺɠƼɌɤŪɅȪȱȧǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆɍɗȻ
4ɅɌʎɧɤĵɂɅȪɠ¯ũȯȩɟǗǐ ȽɌÖɊɝɂɅųʏɦɩʡɊɴʥɼʥɶɺɤYɠƼɌų
ɤŲƙȺɠȿɚǗǐƤĤȸɚɠɇʈʁʄʤʧɱɤ"ɟıȷɉȪƸɟǗǐ ʎɧɌÖɤvɜȸȿɟđɞȸ
ȿɟȺɠȵɇȯ;ñɉȪȧÛɆ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇɍ"¼ȸȿʈʁʄʤʧɱɊʎɧɤƚJȸȿɟYɟ
ƹȪȿɟȺɠȵɇȯâɊɆȰɠȧǐ ǐ
ɗȿʎɧɃɃɌƤĤɇȸɅǗǐ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ Ɇɍ4ɅɌʃʧɾɤ4ɅɌʎɧɆÈɁǗǐY¡ĄɊʃʧ
ɾȯvȬǗǐʃʧɾưɌvJƸɟɍɉȪɇȪȫĚ±ȮɞǗǐưȯȪɂɏȪɊɉɂɅȸɗɂȿɇȰɌȵɇ
ɤŕºȸɉȱɅɍȪȳɉȪȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǟǝǐ
ǐ
5.4! ??? 
Ŷ'ǍɤŢȫȵɇɆ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌƧȪȯûȨɉ¦ɆğɡɠōóɇɉɂȿȧĚɊ±ř
Ŷ'ɆɍɬʟʧɤƗȺȵɇɆɌʢɺʕʥɺɾɩʘɤĸŀȸɅȪɠǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɇǗǐ ʋʁʀ:ĠɆª
Ȯɞƅ±ɤÆ)ȸǗǐ4ɅɌʎɧɆ4ɅɌʃʧɾɤÈɁǗǐ ʠɧʡɾɩʘɆɍɉȪȮɛȸɡɉȪȯʠɱ
ɬɺʄŜ!ɍǎȪĸĞɆŊßȱƗɂɅȱɠ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇǗǐ{ȰɉƧȪȯȩɂȿȧɗȿʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌ
Ě±Ǘǐ ɈɌĺȯɈɡȱɞȪƆģɤ½ũȸɅȪɠȮɇȪȫǗǐÝɌʃʧɾʒʧɺɆɍʃʧɾưɌ
yɣɞɉȪ´sɤ¿ɂɅȪɅɛǗǐY¡ɤŢȫĄɊʃʧɾȯvȬɅȪȱȿɚǗǐ ʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥ:Ġȯ
zȱĪĢȸǗǐʖɸʥɌưɤmƘȺɠɇȪȫhǉȯȩɂȿȧǐ
ȵɌʋʁʀ:ĠɍTɆȩɟǗǐʋʁʀ:ĠȯŢɣɡɅȪɠƝɊɛȸʎɧɊƽȯƊȰɅȸɗȫ
ɇǗǐ ȽɌʎɧɊʠɱɬɺʄȷɡɅȪȿY¡ɍ4ɅɉȮɂȿȵɇɊɉɂɅȸɗȪǗǐ ɈȵɗɆY¡ȯȷɡȿ
ȮÁÑɆȰɉȪɇȪȫhǉɛĪĢȺɠȧɃɗɟ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌğěɊȭȪɅƆģɤĸŷȺɠɇȪȫÿřɌ
[Ĥ±ȯ ȪɀȳɆɉȱ<Ùŗ±ɛ¢ȪȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧȵɌʋʁʀ:ĠɆŢɣɡɅȪɠɴʥɼʥ
ɶɺʚʃʡɍªƩÄ[řɊɉɠɇ5 ɊdĵȷɡɅȭɟǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌÛ ɊƖȪɛɌɓɇɉɂ
ɅȪȱɇŕȬɞɡɠȧǐ
ğěɆȪȫɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍÝɊʙɹʛʧʋʧɹʞʥɆʠʠʧɺȷɡɅȭɟǗǐ{ȰɉøɆɌ3
$ɛȩɠȯǗǐÛɆ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍɗɀʙɹʛʧʋʧɹʞʥɌʠʠʧɺɍɉȱƵĪƝɆȩɠɇ{ȰȱĨɠȧ
ȵɌȯ±řŶ'ɌōóɤɛȿɞȸɅȪɠǃɍȩɟǗǐĚɊʋʁʀ:ĠɌƼɊĪĢȸɅȪɠȵɇɍ
ŕºȺɠ¯ũȯȩɠȧÛɆʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥŜ!ɌŌɘɊ&ȺɠōóɛzȱĪĢȸɅȪɠɌ
ɆōóɤĖŬȺɠȵɇɍ;ñɉȪȵɇɛɆȩɠȧǐ
ɌȵɇȮɞ<ÕɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɊȭȳɠĈĤĬɉʗʅʡɪɫɧɌƩɇȸɅɘȿƼɊɍǗǐ
ťɊɍŜĥȮɞāĸɉÁÑɇųȯ¯ũɇȷɡɠȯǗǐƤĤǃɇ±řɌǃǗǐ[Ĥ±ɉɈɤJ
eȺɠɇ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌƩÄȯĚɊğěɊȭȪɅɍ/1ȷɡɠɇŕȬɞɡɠȧǐ
ǐ
6! ???? 
ǐ
±řŶ'ȮɞğěɊȭȪɅ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍĈĤĬɊAĤȺɠɊɍʗʅʡɪɫɧɇȸɅɍɗɀî¼ĘɆ
ȩɟǗǐĈĤĬɊʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇȪȫŌɘɤAĤȸɉȳɡɎȪȳɉȪāȸȪAĤtǃɛǀȸȪ
ȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧȵɌȵɇȮɞǗǐĈĤĬʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌAĤɊɍ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇȪȫǃɝɟ
ɛǗǐ5āɉY¡ɤłŖȷȻɊŢȬǗǐʃʧɾɤY¬ȺɠƼɊɌʎɧɊhȪ_ɣȼȯĪĢȸɉ
Ȫȵɇɤé{ƸɊčȮȸȿAĤȯƮũɇɉɠȧʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇȪȫŌɘɆɍɉȱɇɛ*ǈɌȩ
ɠY¡ɌŌɘɄȱɟɍ[řɆȩɟǗǐ ɗȿ4ɅɌʃʧɾɤ4ʎɧɆ½ëȺɠɇȪȫȵɇɍʃʧɾɌ"
¼ɜçÚɃɗɟŶ'ǍɌ ǶǭǿǗǐ ǭȀǭǫǽǼǭ ɆɉȱʃʧɾɌY¬Ŷ'ǍɌ ǹǽǭǺȁ Ɍɘ
ȯ<ÕȷɡɠɇȪȫȵɇɆȩɟǗǐǏHɇȸɅɍȪɗɐɇɃɆȩɠȧÛɆ*ǈɌȩɠY¡ɌŌɘȯ
ʗʅʡɪɫɧɇȸɅÏ%ȷɡɠɇǗǐéɛÏ%ȯǀȸȪ*ǈȯÆ)ȷɡɠȿɚȵɡɍ{Ȱɉʙʠʁʄɇɉɠȧ
ǐǟǞǐ
ǐ
ȵɌʑʣɹɫɱʄȯzȱɌøɊȭȪɅ"ɞɡǗǐɮʧʑʥɊȷɡɅȪɠȵɇȮɞ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɇȪȫʐʣʁɱ
ʀɫʧʥɍɌøȯ*ǈȺɠŌɘɇȸɅÏ%ȷɡɠȧȵɡȯéɛƮũɉĔɇɉɂɅȪȱɇŕ
Ȭɞɡɠȧɗȿ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍ<ÕɸɺʂʘɌƞ*Ɋ ǺǸǫȃǜǢȄɌʏʢʧʘʤʧɱɇȸɅɲʧɲʡȯÏ%Ⱥ
ɠ ȌǺǸǫǣɛÌĤȷɡɅȪɠȧȽɌĕzȱɌŌőɆƤĤȸɅȪȱƼɊAĔɇɉɠȧǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɍ ǪȎșȈȔȎȓ ɌɝȫɉĚzÖȮɞ¼ɟŀɃʈʁʄʤʧɱɌãɊ¯ũɀɂȿÿř
ȯzȪȧȽȵȮɞŴ[BɌʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɆɍʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌʃʧɾúƠȯ	ɊƮũɇɉɂ
ɅȪɠȧŴ[BɌʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɊȺɠȵɇɆɴʥɼʥɶɺʚʃʡȮɞɉɠhǉɍůĉɤİÉȷɡ
ɅȪɠȧÛɆihǉɇɉɂȿʃʧɾưɌvJɇȽɡɊȫʃʧɾɌĆŎMɓɌ:ĠɌvJɍ
ęĠĬʖɸʥɊɝɠ°ɌɘȯŕȬɞɡɠȧǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌɝȫɉʢʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɤYɠȯʃʧɾɤ
ȩɠļ<ÕȷȼɠŌɘɤYɟ3ɡǗǐ ɗȿøɌY¡ɊÜȪɅɍøȯƷɣɠʃʧɾɉɈʎɧ
ĄɊñɠʠɱɬɺʄɍ,ɠȵɇȯµɆȰɠȿɚǗǐµɌ0ʃʧɾɌ<ÕɤŢȬɎǗǐʃʧɾɌĆŎ
MɤŢȫɝȫɉʄʟʥɷɱɸʞʥ:ĠɌ<ÕɇʃʧɾŜ!Ɍ<Õɛ[řȮɛȸɡɉȪȧǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌĈĤ±ɇɍǗǐxɉɈȷɉøɆɛ{ø`ûɌ*ǈȯÆ)ȷɡȿ
Ōɘɤ#ȬɠɇȪȫɛɌɆȩɠɝȫɊ·ȹɠȧȸȮȸxɌɝȫɉȷɉøɆɛzȱɌøɇɌY
¡ȯŕȬɞɡɠȿɚǗǐY¡ɍzȱɉɠȧȽɌĕ{øɊƖȪzȱɌʃʧɾ:Ġɇʃʧɾɤ¿ȫȵɇ
ɌɆȰɠʖɸʥɌɺʓʁɱɛ¯ũɇɉɠȧȵɡɍȸʊʧʅʡȯǎȱ·ȹɠȯǗǐ ȵɡɍɱʟɪʅMȯƢ
ɥɆȪɠȵɇȮɞůĉɆȰɠȮɛȸɡɉȪȧǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌɌʙʠʁʄɇȸɅǗǐ ʀɫʧʥɇɉɂɅȪɠY¡ɌĂɤɊY¿ȪǗǐʃʧɾ
Ɍƅ±ɍğnɌěĊɀȳɆɉȱƥVȮɞɌyç4ɅɆɇɡɅȪɠȵɇȯȩɠȧğnɌě¸Ɋɉɂ
ȿ¾ǆɛɌʎɧɇɴʥɼʥɶɺɤYɂɅȭɟǗǐ´sɤ6ëȺɠȧȵɌŌɘɍAĤȺɠȮɞɛ
{Ȱɉÿřɇɉɟ¬ɟǗǐÝɌ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇɌĚɊ{ȰɉƧȪɇɉɠ[ř±ɤɛɃȧȵɌÿ
řɤĈĤĬɊAĤȺɠɌɍǀȸȪȯǗǐëKɊAĤɆȰɠtǃȯȱɡɎ{Ȱɉʙʠʁʄɇɉɠȧǐ
ǐ
ǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐǐ
ǣǐ ȍșșȕǥǚǚȜȜȜǙȌȗȕȈǙȎȔǚǐ
ǐǟǟǐ
ǐ
7! ?? 
ǐ
ʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɊĈĤĬɉAĤȯí©ȷɡɅȪɠŘåȮɞǗǐïķľɆɍĈĤĬɉAĤȯí©
ȷɡɅȪɠŴ[BʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇÝɌ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇɤąƐȺɠȵɇɆǗǐāȸȪAĤÛ
ċɌƧȪɤáĸɊȺɠȵɇɤİÉȸȿȧȽȵɆķľɆɍŴ[BʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɇȸɅ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɤ
ƩÄȸǗǐÝɌ<ÕʃʧɾʒʧɺɇȸɅ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤƩÄȸǗǐ`ȹÿřɤÈɃɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɌ
"¼ɤŢȫȵɇɆąƐɤȸȿȧȽɌōóğěɌ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆťȷɡɅȪɠɴʥɼʥɶɺÛċɆȩɠ
ǪȆșȈȍǐǸǪǮǼ ɌĚ±ȮɞǗǐú¼Ⱥɠʈʁʄʤʧɱ4!ɌY¡ưȯʠɱɬɺʄÖɌvJɜú¼Ⱥɠʎɧ
ɌvJɉɈɊɝɟvJȺɠɇǗǐ ʠɧʡɾɩʘ±ȯ~ɣɡɅȪȱɣɟɊʠɱɬɺʄŜ!ɍȺȲɊƗɂɅ
ȱɠȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧɗȿʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌY¡ȺɠĄɊʃʧɾȯvȬɅȪȱĚ±Ȯɞʄʟʥɷɱɸ
ʞʥ:ĠȯzȱƉɠȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧÛɆ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤĤȪɅ"¼ȸȿɧʑʠɳʧɸʞʥɆɍǗǐʈ
ʁʄʤʧɱɤú¼ȺɠʎɧȯzȱɉɟǗǐ ȽɌʎɧɓzȱʠɱɬɺʄȯŢɣɡɅɛǗǐɉȪɬʟʧɤƗȺ
ȵɇɆȸȿ±řɤ)ɃȵɇȯɆȰɠȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧȵɌȵɇȮɞ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɍ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɝɟßȪʢ
ɺʕʥɺɤƗȸɅɍȪɠȵɇȯzȪȯǗǐȸȿL"ɤćɚɠɌɆȩɡɎ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɤƩÄȺɠȵ
ɇɤÎȺɠȧťǃɆɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɌɊ
ɂɅȸɗȬɎɉȪųɇʀɫʧʥɴʧʅɇfɎɡɠʑ
ʣɲʟʘɤèȱȵɇɆĐəȯǗǐǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇɍ¯ũɊ°ȹɅ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ȯÏ%ȺɠzȱɌÿřɤťȸ
ɉȱɅɍȪȳɉȪȧɗȿ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɍƅ±ɌʢʒʡɤųɆȰɠɉɈǗǐťÛċɊɝɂɅ±řȯ
yɣɂɅȱɠĕǗǐŻɛȯȸȿAĤɤɆȰɠɇȪȫŮĔɆ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ȯ/ɡɅȪɠȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧƤ
Ĥǃɍ ǮȆȇȗȎȈ ɆɍŴ[BʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɆȩɠȿɚɊ"¼ȸȿʈʁʄʤʧɱɊȸɅɌʎɧ
ɌvđɍâɆɍɉȱǗǐ ɗȿY¡ȯƊȰɠĄɊʃʧɾȯvȬɅȪȱȧȽȸɅʃʧɾɍʎɧƶɆ<Õ
Ⱥɠȵɇɉȱ4ɅɌʎɧɆ½ëȺɠȧÛɆǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ Ɇɍ"¼ȸȿʈʁʄʤʧɱɊɛʎɧɤņ
SɊvđɆȰǗǐ"¼ȸȿʃʧɾųűɊʃʧɾɍvȬȻʃʧɾɌ<Õɛʢʑʠɳʧɸʞʥ
ʢʒʡɤŜĥɊųȸŢȫȵɇȯɆȰɠȵɇȮɞ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆ ɌɕȫȯƤĤȸâȪȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧǐ
ɌōóȮɞĈĤĬɉʐʣʁɱʀɫʧʥɌAĤɍğěɊȭȪɅ¯ũɇȷɡɠtǃȯzȱɉȪ
ȯǗǐªʑʟʁʄʏɭʧʘɇȸɅĸŀȷɡȿƼɊɍǗǐ6ƞɌ*ǈ±ɌȩɠY¡ȯŢȬɠɸɺʂʘɌ
ƵĪɤȸȿgƈɆņSɊɆȰɠɝȫɊɉɟǗǐ ȵɡȯéɛƮũɆȩɠȵɇȯɣȮɂȿȧǐ
ǐ  
ǐǟǠǐ
ǐ
8! ???? 
ȃǜȄ! ǼǩǷǗǐǮȊȎǗǐȊșǐȆȑǙǐǫȑȔȚȉǐȒȆȓȚȋȆȈșȚȗȎȓȌǥǐȆǐȈȔȒȕȚșȎȓȌǐȆȓȉǐȘȊȗțȎȈȊǘȔȗȎȊȓșȊȉǐȒȆȓȚȋȆȈșȚȗȎȓȌǐȒȔȉȊȑǙǐ
ǸȗȔȈȊȊȉȎȓȌȘǐ Ȕȋǐ șȍȊǐ ǱȓȘșȎșȚșȎȔȓǐ Ȕȋǐ ǵȊȈȍȆȓȎȈȆȑǐ ǭȓȌȎȓȊȊȗȘǗǐ ǸȆȗșǐ Ǫǥǐ ǲȔȚȗȓȆȑǐ Ȕȋǐ ǭȓȌȎȓȊȊȗȎȓȌǐ
ǵȆȓȚȋȆȈșȚȗȊǗǐǝǛǜǜǗǐǝǝǠǙǜǛǥǐǜǤǡǤǘǜǤǢǡǙǐ
ȃǝȄ! ǫǱǻǫǷǗǐǫȎȘȈȔǐǾȎȘȚȆȑǐǶȊșȜȔȗȐȎȓȌǐǱȓȉȊȝǙǐǯȑȔȇȆȑǐǵȔȇȎȑȊǐǬȆșȆǐǼȗȆȋȋȎȈǐǮȔȗȊȈȆȘșǐǽȕȉȆșȊǗǐǝǛǜǠȤ
ǝǛǝǛǐǿȍȎșȊǐǸȆȕȊȗǗǐǝǛǜǡǙǐ
ȃǞȄ! ǼǳǩǫǰǗǐǺȔȇȊȗșǐǿǙǐǶȊșȜȔȗȐǐșȗȆȋȋȎȈǐȆȓȉǐȘȞȘșȊȒǐȈȆȕȆȈȎșȞǥǐǻȈȆȑȎȓȌǐȋȔȗǐșȍȊǐȋȚșȚȗȊǙǐǱȓǥǐǷȕșȎȈȆȑǐ
ǫȔȒȒȚȓȎȈȆșȎȔȓǐǔǭǫǷǫǕǗǐǝǛǜǛǐǞǡșȍǐǭȚȗȔȕȊȆȓǐǫȔȓȋȊȗȊȓȈȊǐȆȓȉǐǭȝȍȎȇȎșȎȔȓǐȔȓǙǐǱǭǭǭǗǐǝǛǜǛǙǐȕǙǐ
ǜǘǝǝǙǐ
ȃǟȄ! ǫǰǺǱǻǼǱǬǱǻǗǐǳȔȓȘșȆȓșȎȓȔȘǦǐǬǭǾǭǼǻǱǳǱǷǼǱǻǗǐǵȎȈȍȆȊȑǙǐǪȑȔȈȐȈȍȆȎȓȘǐȆȓȉǐǻȒȆȗșǐǫȔȓșȗȆȈșȘǐȋȔȗǐ
șȍȊǐǱȓșȊȗȓȊșǐȔȋǐǼȍȎȓȌȘǙǐǱǭǭǭǐǩȈȈȊȘȘǗǐǝǛǜǡǗǐǟǥǐǝǝǤǝǘǝǞǛǞǙǐ
ȃǠȄ! ǫǩǫǰǱǶǗǐ ǫȍȗȎȘșȎȆȓǙǐ ǩȗȈȍȎșȊȈșȚȗȊǐ Ȕȋǐ șȍȊǐ ǰȞȕȊȗȑȊȉȌȊȗǐ ȇȑȔȈȐȈȍȆȎȓǐ ȋȆȇȗȎȈǙǐ Ǳȓǥǐ ǿȔȗȐȘȍȔȕǐ Ȕȓǐ
ǬȎȘșȗȎȇȚșȊȉǐǫȗȞȕșȔȈȚȗȗȊȓȈȎȊȘǐȆȓȉǐǫȔȓȘȊȓȘȚȘǐǴȊȉȌȊȗȘǙǐǝǛǜǡǙǐ
ȃǡȄ! ǶǩǳǩǵǷǼǷǗǐǻȆșȔȘȍȎǙǐǪȎșȈȔȎȓǥǐǩǐȕȊȊȗǘșȔǘȕȊȊȗǐȊȑȊȈșȗȔȓȎȈǐȈȆȘȍǐȘȞȘșȊȒǙǐǝǛǛǣǙǐ
ȃǢȄ! ǪǭǶǼǷǾǗǐǱȉȉȔǗǐȊșǐȆȑǙǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǩȈșȎțȎșȞǥǐǭȝșȊȓȉȎȓȌǐǪȎșȈȔȎȓǓȘǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǿȔȗȐǐțȎȆǐǸȗȔȔȋǐȔȋǐǻșȆȐȊǐ
ȃǭȝșȊȓȉȊȉǐǩȇȘșȗȆȈșȄǐȞǙǐǩǫǵǐǻǱǯǵǭǼǺǱǫǻǐǸȊȗȋȔȗȒȆȓȈȊǐǭțȆȑȚȆșȎȔȓǐǺȊțȎȊȜǗǐǝǛǜǟǗǐǟǝǙǞǥǐǞǟǘ
ǞǢǙǐ
ȃǣȄ! ǫǩǻǼǺǷǗǐǵȎȌȚȊȑǗǐȊșǐȆȑǙǐǸȗȆȈșȎȈȆȑǐǪȞȟȆȓșȎȓȊǐȋȆȚȑșǐșȔȑȊȗȆȓȈȊǙǐǱȓǥǐǷǻǬǱǙǐǜǤǤǤǙǐȕǙǐǜǢǞǘǜǣǡǙǐ ǐ
ȃǤȄ! ǯǱǴǪǭǺǼǗǐǻȊșȍǦǐǴȁǶǫǰǗǐǶȆȓȈȞǙǐǸȊȗȘȕȊȈșȎțȊȘǐȔȓǐșȍȊǐǫǩǸǐǼȍȊȔȗȊȒǙǐǫȔȒȕȚșȊȗǗǐǝǛǜǝǗǐǟǠǙǝǥǐ
ǞǛǘǞǡǙǐ
ȃǜǛȄ!ǫǷǿǴǱǶǯǗǐ ǲȆȒȊȘǗǐ Ȋșǐ ȆȑǙǐ ǰǹǐ ȗȊȕȑȎȈȆșȎȔȓǥǐ ǩǐ ȍȞȇȗȎȉǐ ȖȚȔȗȚȒǐ ȕȗȔșȔȈȔȑǐ ȋȔȗǐ ǪȞȟȆȓșȎȓȊǐ ȋȆȚȑșǐ
șȔȑȊȗȆȓȈȊǙǐ Ǳȓǥǐ ǸȗȔȈȊȊȉȎȓȌȘǐ Ȕȋǐ șȍȊǐ Ǣșȍǐ ȘȞȒȕȔȘȎȚȒǐ Ȕȓǐ ǷȕȊȗȆșȎȓȌǐ ȘȞȘșȊȒȘǐ ȉȊȘȎȌȓǐ Ȇȓȉǐ
ȎȒȕȑȊȒȊȓșȆșȎȔȓǙǐǽǻǭǶǱȀǐǩȘȘȔȈȎȆșȎȔȓǗǐǝǛǛǡǙǐȕǙǐǜǢǢǘǜǤǛǙǐ
ȃǜǜȄ!ȣȂǻǽǗǐǵǙǐǼȆȒȊȗǦǐǾǩǴǬǽǺǱǭȂǗǐǸȆșȗȎȈȐǙǐǸȗȎȓȈȎȕȑȊȘǐȔȋǐȉȎȘșȗȎȇȚșȊȉǐȉȆșȆȇȆȘȊǐȘȞȘșȊȒȘǙǐǻȕȗȎȓȌȊȗǐ
ǻȈȎȊȓȈȊǐǒǐǪȚȘȎȓȊȘȘǐǵȊȉȎȆǗǐǝǛǜǜǙǐ
ȃǜǝȄ!ǫǰǩǶǯǗǐ ǮȆȞǗǐ Ȋșǐ ȆȑǙǐ ǪȎȌșȆȇȑȊǥǐ ǩǐ ȉȎȘșȗȎȇȚșȊȉǐ ȘșȔȗȆȌȊǐ ȘȞȘșȊȒǐ ȋȔȗǐ ȘșȗȚȈșȚȗȊȉǐ ȉȆșȆǙǐ ǩǫǵǐ
ǼȗȆȓȘȆȈșȎȔȓȘǐȔȓǐǫȔȒȕȚșȊȗǐǻȞȘșȊȒȘǐǔǼǷǫǻǕǗǐǝǛǛǣǗǐǝǡǙǝǥǐǟǙǐ
ȃǜǞȄ!ǬǭǫǩǶǬǱǩǗǐ ǯȎȚȘȊȕȕȊǗǐ Ȋșǐ ȆȑǙǐ ǬȞȓȆȒȔǥǐ ȆȒȆȟȔȓǓȘǐ ȍȎȌȍȑȞǐ ȆțȆȎȑȆȇȑȊǐ ȐȊȞǘțȆȑȚȊǐ ȘșȔȗȊǙǐ ǩǫǵǐ
ǻǱǯǷǸǻǐȔȕȊȗȆșȎȓȌǐȘȞȘșȊȒȘǐȗȊțȎȊȜǗǐǝǛǛǢǗǐǟǜǙǡǥǐǝǛǠǘǝǝǛǙǐ
ȃǜǟȄ!ǴǩǳǻǰǵǩǶǗǐ ǩțȎȓȆȘȍǦǐ ǵǩǴǱǳǗǐ ǸȗȆȘȍȆȓșǙǐ ǫȆȘȘȆȓȉȗȆǥǐ Ȇǐ ȉȊȈȊȓșȗȆȑȎȟȊȉǐ ȘșȗȚȈșȚȗȊȉǐ ȘșȔȗȆȌȊǐ
ȘȞȘșȊȒǙǐǩǫǵǐǻǱǯǷǸǻǐǷȕȊȗȆșȎȓȌǐǻȞȘșȊȒȘǐǺȊțȎȊȜǗǐǝǛǜǛǗǐǟǟǙǝǥǐǞǠǘǟǛǙǐ
ǐǟǡǐ
ǐ
ȃǜǠȄ!ǳǩǺǯǭǺǗǐǬȆțȎȉǗǐȊșǐȆȑǙǐǫȔȓȘȎȘșȊȓșǐȍȆȘȍȎȓȌǐȆȓȉǐȗȆȓȉȔȒǐșȗȊȊȘǥǐǬȎȘșȗȎȇȚșȊȉǐȈȆȈȍȎȓȌǐȕȗȔșȔȈȔȑȘǐ
ȋȔȗǐȗȊȑȎȊțȎȓȌǐȍȔșǐȘȕȔșȘǐȔȓǐșȍȊǐǿȔȗȑȉǐǿȎȉȊǐǿȊȇǙǐǱȓǥǐǸȗȔȈȊȊȉȎȓȌȘǐȔȋǐșȍȊǐșȜȊȓșȞǘȓȎȓșȍǐȆȓȓȚȆȑǐ
ǩǫǵǐȘȞȒȕȔȘȎȚȒǐȔȓǐǼȍȊȔȗȞǐȔȋǐȈȔȒȕȚșȎȓȌǙǐǩǫǵǗǐǜǤǤǢǙǐȕǙǐǡǠǟǘǡǡǞǙǐ
ȃǜǡȄ!ǸǱǳǭǗǐǺȔȇǙǐǼȍȊǐȌȔǐȕȗȔȌȗȆȒȒȎȓȌǐȑȆȓȌȚȆȌȊǙǐǼȆȑȐǐȌȎțȊȓǐȆșǐǯȔȔȌȑȊȥȘǐǼȊȈȍǐǼȆȑȐȘǗǐǝǛǛǤǙǐ
ȃǜǢȄ!ǶǭǴǻǷǶǗǐ ǪȗȚȈȊǐ ǲȆȞǙǐ ǺȊȒȔșȊǐ ȕȗȔȈȊȉȚȗȊǐ ȈȆȑȑǙǐ ǫȆȗȓȊȌȎȊǘǵȊȑȑȔȓǐǽȓȎțǙǐ ǬȊȕșǙǐ ǫȔȒȕȚșǙǐ ǻȈȎǙǗǐ
ǜǤǣǜǙǐ
ǐǟǢǐ
ǐ
9! ?? 
ïķľɤŢȫɊȩȿɂɅȵɌɝȫɉÿɤųȳɅȪȿɀȰǗɗȿĬĸɉȶÉɤƇɟɗȸȿƦ
|ÔËɊ®ɝɟ·ſȪȿȸɗȺȧɗȿǗǐïķľɌɧʅʋɩɺɜĲŽɊ
ɂɅȪȿɀȪȿķľɌ1
ƒÛʦ`ƒȿɁɊ·ſȸɗȺȧǐ
ǐ ǐ
ǐǟǣǐ
ǐ
10! ?? 
ǐ
Ʋǐ ǜǐǮȆȇȗȎȈǐǵȊȒȇȊȗȘȊȗțȈ ųʏɦɩʡǐ
ǐ
ǐ
membersrvc: 
  image: hyperledger/fabric-membersrvc 
  ports: 
    - "7054:7054" 
  command: membersrvc 
vp1: 
  image: hyperledger/fabric-peer 
  ports: 
    - "7050:7050" 
    - "7051:7051" 
    - "7052:7052" 
    - "7053:7053" 
  hostname: vp1 
  environment: 
    - CORE_PEER_ID=vp1 
    - CORE_PEER_ADDRESSAUTODETECT=true 
    - CORE_PEER_NETWORKID=dev 
    - CORE_VM_ENDPOINT==unix:///var/run/docker.sock 
    - CORE_LOGGING_LEVEL=INFO 
    - CORE_PEER_PKI_ECA_PADDR=54.249.54.193:7054 
    - CORE_PEER_PKI_TCA_PADDR=54.249.54.193:7054 
    - CORE_PEER_PKI_TLSCA_PADDR=54.249.54.193:7054 
ǐǟǤǐ
ǐ
ǐ
Ʋǐ ǝǐǮȆȇȗȎȈǐǸȊȊȗ ųʏɦɩʡǐ
ǐ
    - CORE_PEER_DISCOVERY_ROOTNODE=54.202.245.216:7051,54.93.90.83:7051… 
    - CORE_PEER_VALIDATOR_CONSENSUS_PLUGIN=pbft 
    - CORE_PBFT_GENERAL_MODE=batch 
    - CORE_PBFT_GENERAL_N=4 
    - CORE_PBFT_GENERAL_K=2 
    - CORE_PBFT_GENERAL_BATCHSIZE=2 
    - CORE_PBFT_GENERAL_TIMEOUT_REQUEST=2s 
    - CORE_PBFT_GENERAL_TIMEOUT_VIEWCHANGE=2s 
    - CORE_SECURITY_ENABLED=true 
    - CORE_SECURITY_ENROLLID=test_vp1 
    - CORE_SECURITY_ENROLLSECRET=5wgHK9qqYaPy 
  volumes: 
    - /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock 
  command: peer node start --peer-chaincodedev 
ǐǠǛǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
ǐ
cluster_name: 'Tom Cluster' 
num_tokens: 256 
hinted_handoff_enabled: true 
max_hint_window_in_ms: 10800000 
hinted_handoff_throttle_in_kb: 1024 
max_hints_delivery_threads: 2 
hints_flush_period_in_ms: 10000 
max_hints_file_size_in_mb: 128 
batchlog_replay_throttle_in_kb: 1024 
authenticator: AllowAllAuthenticator 
authorizer: AllowAllAuthorizer 
role_manager: CassandraRoleManager 
roles_validity_in_ms: 2000 
permissions_validity_in_ms: 2000 
credentials_validity_in_ms: 2000 
partitioner: org.apache.cassandra.dht.Murmur3Partitioner 
data_file_directories: 
    - /var/lib/cassandra/data 
commitlog_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/commitlog 
disk_failure_policy: stop 
commit_failure_policy: stop 
prepared_statements_cache_size_mb: 
thrift_prepared_statements_cache_size_mb: 
key_cache_size_in_mb: 
key_cache_save_period: 14400 
row_cache_size_in_mb: 0 
row_cache_save_period: 0 
counter_cache_size_in_mb: 
counter_cache_save_period: 7200 
saved_caches_directory: /var/lib/cassandra/saved_caches 
commitlog_sync: periodic 
commitlog_sync_period_in_ms: 10000 
commitlog_segment_size_in_mb: 32 
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seed_provider: 
    - class_name: org.apache.cassandra.locator.SimpleSeedProvider 
      parameters: 
          - seeds: "54.202.229.46" 
concurrent_reads: 32 
concurrent_writes: 32 
concurrent_counter_writes: 32 
concurrent_materialized_view_writes: 32 
memtable_allocation_type: heap_buffers 
index_summary_capacity_in_mb: 
index_summary_resize_interval_in_minutes: 60 
trickle_fsync: false 
trickle_fsync_interval_in_kb: 10240 
storage_port: 7000 
ssl_storage_port: 7001 
listen_address: 172.31.36.117 
broadcast_address: 54.202.229.46 
start_native_transport: true 
native_transport_port: 9042 
start_rpc: true 
rpc_address: 0.0.0.0 
rpc_port: 9160 
broadcast_rpc_address: 54.202.229.46 
rpc_keepalive: true 
rpc_server_type: sync 
thrift_framed_transport_size_in_mb: 15 
incremental_backups: false 
snapshot_before_compaction: false 
auto_snapshot: true 
column_index_size_in_kb: 64 
column_index_cache_size_in_kb: 2 
compaction_throughput_mb_per_sec: 16 
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sstable_preemptive_open_interval_in_mb: 50 
read_request_timeout_in_ms: 5000 
range_request_timeout_in_ms: 10000 
write_request_timeout_in_ms: 2000 
counter_write_request_timeout_in_ms: 5000 
cas_contention_timeout_in_ms: 1000 
truncate_request_timeout_in_ms: 60000 
request_timeout_in_ms: 10000 
cross_node_timeout: false 
endpoint_snitch: SimpleSnitch 
dynamic_snitch_update_interval_in_ms: 100 
dynamic_snitch_reset_interval_in_ms: 600000 
dynamic_snitch_badness_threshold: 0.1 
request_scheduler: org.apache.cassandra.scheduler.NoScheduler 
server_encryption_options: 
    internode_encryption: none 
    keystore: conf/.keystore 
    keystore_password: cassandra 
    truststore: conf/.truststore 
    truststore_password: cassandra 
client_encryption_options: 
    enabled: false 
    optional: false 
    keystore: conf/.keystore 
    keystore_password: cassandra 
internode_compression: dc 
inter_dc_tcp_nodelay: false 
tracetype_query_ttl: 86400 
tracetype_repair_ttl: 604800 
enable_user_defined_functions: false 
enable_scripted_user_defined_functions: false 
windows_timer_interval: 1 
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transparent_data_encryption_options: 
    enabled: false 
    chunk_length_kb: 64 
    cipher: AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding 
    key_alias: testing:1 
    key_provider: 
      - class_name: org.apache.cassandra.security.JKSKeyProvider 
        parameters: 
          - keystore: conf/.keystore 
            keystore_password: cassandra 
            store_type: JCEKS 
            key_password: cassandra 
tombstone_warn_threshold: 1000 
tombstone_failure_threshold: 100000 
batch_size_warn_threshold_in_kb: 5 
batch_size_fail_threshold_in_kb: 50 
unlogged_batch_across_partitions_warn_threshold: 10 
compaction_large_partition_warning_threshold_mb: 100 
gc_warn_threshold_in_ms: 1000 
